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and with the aid of my friends, j most advantage. There, the poor bellows- ors me with a certain degree of friendship ;
that I should receive anything from her but information.
i
I
made
one
of those ?, bold speculations ! mender, with a hundred thousand livres, it is not late ; we are near Lyons ; let us or
reproaches. During five days my confi- Í
AND MAINE PALLADIUM,
which,
if
it
had
not succeeded, would have and the credit of his friends in Lvons, es- ’der horses, and we shall soon be able to ar
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
dence in Aurora’s forgiveness continually ’
placed
me
where
1 had set out ; but which, tablished a commercial house, which sue-Hrange with Aurora, herself, the points which
J AMES K. REMICH.
augmented ; and while I traced out to her |
seem to you al present so embarrassing. I
Officeon the Main-Street,-opposite the Meeting-House. the plan of life which love suggested to me, by
I splendid success, increased more than ceeded beyond all his hopes. I was during H
adopted
this project with fond avidity. 'Jt
5
years
the
favorite
of
fortune
;
and
my
con:
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
my capital.
I saw her more than once smile at the pic- three-fold
I
was
now
no less eager for an interview
science
renders
me
this
testimony,
that
I
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.—- ture !
While my commercial speculations were
Could I have imagined that, after
than
1 had once been anxious to avoid it. 1
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which
had
no
reason
to
blush
at
one
of
my
specuI
going
forward
in
profound
secrecy,
my
sto

remain unpaid at the expiration of the year. INo so many sufferings, the cruel Aurora had |
burnt with impatience to gaze on Aurora
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub one in reserve for me which surpassed all ry
i became the topic of public animadver lations.
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
My
correspondence
with
Lyons
was
ac1and my child !
sion.
The
intrepid
Aurora,
from
her
mon

the rest ?
¡
I'he publisher does not hold himself responsible for
The Merchant was announced at the
five.
A
happy
accident
gave
me
the
retreat hurled her fulminations against
One morning—it was the eighth after our astic
’
any error in an}’ advertisement beyond the amount
convent under his real name ; and myself
charged for its insertion.
This want ol means of rendering essential service to one '
arrival in the village—I awakened, after me and my confederates.
as the principal ofa great commercial house
on her part, in attacking the engra of the first banking houses of that great city.
having passed a happy night soothed by de- address,
i
at Paris. We were admitted. Ah ! what
MISCELLANEOUS.
licious dreams. rihe day was already far vers, besides obtaining the laugh against The proprietors testified their boundless ;a picture presented itself to my view. Au
gratitude towards rne, and pressed me so
THE HISTORY OF PEROUROU, OR advanced, when my father reproaching me her, was of infinite advantage to me, by
rora, the enchanting Aurora, in all the pride
for my indolence, gave me two letters, which throwing me in the back ground ; while my earnestly to pay them a visit, that the de
THE BELLOWS-MENDER.
of a beauty of twenty three years of age,
sire
of
yielding
to
their
solicitation,
together
friends
were
so
much
the
more
awake
to
my
he had just received for me.
The hand
occupied a seat near the venerable Abbess.
with
the
secret
wish
of
breathing
the
same
writing of both their directions was unknown interests, as it was the best mode of defend
SUPPOSED TO BE RELATED BY HIMSELF.
A lovely child slept on her knees, and seem
to me. The first 1 opened was from my ing their own. Aurora insisted, perempto air as Aurora, led me to accept the invita ed so entirely to absorb all the attention of
tion.
I
made
my
appearance
in
Lyons,
BY MISS HELLEN MARIA WILLIAMS. friends at Lyons. 44 We are satisfied with rily, that the marriage should be annulled.
its mother, that she scarcely thought of re
you,” said t,hey ; 44 ana, after having taken The abbess of the convent in which^Le had with carriages, servants, and fine clothes,
turning the usual salutations. The first in
none
of
which
was
this
time
borrowed.
[concluded.]
found
an
asylum,
and
who
was
respectable
exemplary revenge of the haughty Aurora,
stant that she threw ^ner eyes on me, I re
How shall 1 describe to you the horrible it is just we should remember the friendship for her birth, as well as her good qualities, Fortune had so successfully labored for me
marked distinctly, from her involuntary
during
five
years
that
I
had
the
means
of
Her
moved
heaven
and
earth
in
her
cause,
night which I passed!
Fallen at once, with which your talentsand your conduct
starting,
that my presence recalled some
supporting
a,
magnificent
style
of
living.
from a situation the most splendid ; in a mis have inspired us.
You are not made to father brought together his protectors a nd
My old friends scarcely recognized me : disagreeable ideas ; but introduced by a
erable village, which afforded no kind of re live in the class among which you were friends;and everything threatened us with
man whom she well knew, and who was
source, and in possession only ofa few lou born ; and we now offer you, with the most a defeat, the shame of which would bave you may therefore imagine it was not a very
honored with general esteem, and presented
is : while my adored wife, in the morning of heartfelt pleasure, the means of extricating fallen on the engravers, and the weight of it difficult task to escape the penetration of
as the principal of a commercial house at
my
new
acquaintances.
Without
appear

life, accustomed to constitute, as well as yourself from all your embarrassments; on myself. The wags amused themselves i
to annex the slightest importance to the Paris, those circumstances, together with the
I
share the pleasures of society, had bèen led without wishing that you should find your in seeing the pride of Aurora made the in- ing
subject,
I sometimes talked of'the celebra shade of twilight, so completely set all con
strument
of
her
punishment
:
but
no
smiles
i
by an infernal plot to the cabin of an old gratitude at all burdensome, since we can
trial, which had interested the city of jectures at fault, that Aurora was far from
t
nian—respectable, indeed, but in a state of serve you without any inconvenience to can smooth the brow of wrinkled and severe ted
Lyons
five years before—and terminated recollecting her husband in the stranger.
justice.
Already
a
warrant
to
arrest
me
wretched indigence, and I had been the ourselves. You know that we pushed al
my
questions
by inquiring what had become My friend opened the conversation by some
chief instrument of her misfortunes, the ac most to madness the idea of revenge on Au- had been issued, from which I had only i
of
Aurora
and
her family ?
I learned that vague observations : spoke of my speedy de
been
saved
by
the
obscurity
in
which
I
liv<
complice of the atrocity with which she had rora ; and we had each made the sacrifice
her
father
had
lately
died
;
that
losses, on parture for Paris ; mentioned my having
been treated ! What would have become of a thousand crowns, to carry our plan into ed. The affair was brought before the !
the
one
hand,
and
ostentation
on
the
other, connexions with all the great houses of the
courts
with
great
rapidity.
'
of her ? in what manner could I act that execution.
You have not expended the
joined
to
the
sums
he
had
lavished
on
the capital ; and requested to know if the Abb
My haughty enemy had requested guards _
might least wound her feelings ?—Would third part of this sum. The rest is deposit
ess had any orders with which to honor me.
she think herself sufficiently rich in my at ed in the house of M---------- , a notary well to escort her to the tribunal in which our education of his daughter, had left his af
While this conversation passed, the infant
fairs
so
embarrassed,
that
Aurora,
at
his
de

marriage
was
to
be
declared
null
or
valid,
tachment and tenderness ?
Oh, no !—1 known in your city ; who will remit it to
awoke
; and the sight of strangers, instead
felt all the horrors of her destiny, and my you on your simple receipt.
The jewels, àhe made her appearance arrayed in ail her cease, found herself almost without resource, of surprising him, led him to smile.
After
and
in
some
measure
dependent
on
the
be

charms,
which
were
still
heightened
by
the
own—yes, of my own !—1 had indeed no linen, lace, and clothes, with which you ahaving looked at us both, with a kind of
nevolence
of
the
Abbess
of
the
convent
reverse of fortune to undergo
I, who was mused the credulity ofa foolish father, and a semblance of the most unaffected modesty.
hesitation, he advanced towards me.—Oh !
born to wretchedness, and nurtered in want : haughty girl, will be likewise delivered to Never had any cause assembled so immense where she had taken refuge. I was also in my friend, represent to yourself my feelings
formed,
that
although
whenever
Aurora
ap

yet my agonized heart, but too susceptible, you. Take care of Aurora : we have put a crowd of spectators.—Aurora’s counsel
when I found myself covered with the
told me that I had a sorrow to sustain, per her into your arms, in the hope that you will pleaded for her with so much eloquence that peared she was still the object of general ap sweet caresses, the innocent kisses of nay
plause,
she
conducted
herself
with
so
much
haps, the most cruel in the sad catalogue of never give us occasion to regret that we the tears of the auditory sometimes forced
child !—An emotion which I had no power
The e- propriety, that she was not less respected
human evils ! I had not merely to bear in pushed our vengeance too far.
Whenever him to suspend his declamation.
, to subdue, made me eagerly seize him in my
than
admired.
The
bellows-.mender,
it
was
motion
of
the
judges
indicated
what
kind
of
difference from that,object in whom I had you shall form any undertaking, command
arms ; and throwing myself with him at the
placed every hope of happiness ; to see that the credit, the friendship, and the recom sentence they were about to pronounce, and observed, had suffered her to remain tran feet of my pale and trembling wife—44 Au
quil
since
the
trial,
without
attempting
to
re

which
the
feelings
of
the
audience
were
heart aliemued whose tenderness was neces mendations of your friends at Lyons.”
rora !—Aurora !” I exclaimed, “ your child,
sary to my existence : to read coldness in
44 Well !” exclaimed I, joyfully,44 half my powerfully impelled to sanction ; when thè claim his lost rights.
I did not listen to these recitals without, your child, claims from you a father !—will
tha't eye on whose look my peace depended embarrassments have vanished ; I shall be engraver who had sought to be the husband
. you suffer affection to be vanquished by
— I recollected, with distraction, that it must able to provide for Aurora.”
The letter of Aurora, seeing that no counsel arose to. the most lively emotions. During 5 years pride ?” While I uttered these words in a
be my doom, not merely to support indiffer which I next opened, and which had been plead on my side of the question, requested residence in the capital, young and ambi
voice half choked by emotion, Aurora quiv
ence/ but aversion ! I was not merely to directed by a stranger, was from Aurora permission from the. judges to enter on my tious, as well as deeply enamored of Aurora,
ered ; seemed ready to faint; and fixed her
This request was immediately the ardor of my efforts to acquire a fortune ’
feel the bitterness of being hateful to her 1 herself—44 Some remains of pity,” she ob, defence.
wandering eyes, alternately on me and her
loved, but to know that 1 deserved her ha served, 44 which I still feel for you, notwith. granted, that it might not be said I hadI which might give me the right of reclaiming
child, who clung to her knees and seemed
her
I
loved
had
absorbed
my
mind
;
but
my
He gave my
tred ; to find that the sharpest ofall my standing your conduct towards me, pleadsi been condemned unheard.
to implore forgiveness for his father. At
sorrows was the'poignancy ol remorse. Had in your favor ; and induces me to inform youi history, in which nothing was exaggerated,( abode at Lyons and the unsuspected testilength a torrent of tears bathed Aurora’s
|
mony
ofall
with
whom
I
conversed
in
favor
I
not I been the fatal cause ofall she suffered ? that, at the moment you receive this letter, except the eulogium with which he honored
face ; the child, unable to comprehend why
Had not 1 darkened all thé fair prospects of I shall be at the gates of Lyons. It is my me. He owned, nevertheless, that the sin-. of my wife, awakened every latent sentihis mother wept, joined his plaintive cries
|
ment
of
tenderness
in
my
bosom.
The
im|
gular
circumstances
of
my
marriage
would
her life, and overwhelmed her with intoler intention to enter a convent, which will rid
to mine—44 Pardon, pardon !” I exclaimed.
I
age
of
Aurora
—
of
her
whom
I
had
deceivable anguish ? Had not I, wietch that I me of your hateful presence. lam an hon. authorize the judges to declare it null and
Aurora’s only answer was, to throw herself
The? ed, but whom I adored—again occupied ev
was, planted a dagger in her heart ?
Per orable enemy, and declare that you mustt void. He hesitated for a moment.
into my arms. 44 I know not,” she sobbed,
erythought
of
my
souL
—
again
throbbed
in
haps she would find a refuge from me m the hold yourself ready to appear before every most solemn silence reigned throughout the
44
whether you again deceive me, but your
; when, turning to Anrnra, he ad every pulse ! I felt how worthless was the
grave ; perhaps her last breath would curse tribunal in France, till 1 have found one assembly
<
child pleads too powerfully—Aurora is
acquisition
of
wealth,
which
she
should
re

in a firm tone of voice,—44 No, mad
me ; or, if she pitied and forgave.me, could 1 I which shall do me the justice tp break the ded,
'
yours.”—She pressed me against her palpi
you are not the wife of the bellows- fuse to share. I felt, that she was necessary
endure her cruel mercy ?—Would not her chains of your victim, and punish the trai- am,
’
tating heart : we were unable, for a long
to
my
existence
;
and
my
child
—
was
I
nev

mender
—
but
nature
destines
you
to
become
pity and forgiveness be more barbarous than tors by whom she has been sacrificed.”.
time to speak. Our incontrolable emotion,
er
to
fold
him
in
my
arms;
—
never
to
feel
Listen to the
reproach ; more terrible than her curse ?
I shall not attempt to paint the violent the mother of his child !
the caresses of the dhild, the tears of my
the
endearments
of
him
who
owed
to
me
powerful
cry
of
your
infant
yet
unborn
;
and
Such were the reflections which absorbed and conflicting emotions which agitated my
friend, and the place itself, every thing serv
life
?
—
Never
to
know
those
parental
trans

my mind, and made a hell of the bed on mind at the perusal of this letter. One mo then say, if you desire to become free, while
ed
to add to our delirium.
which I had thrown myself to pass the ment I determined to pursue Aurora ; to de your child is condemned to the infamy of ports which though I had not experienced,
44 My children,” said the Abbess, looking
my
heart
told
me
must
be
exquisite
!
I
could
night. The horror of ray situation was in tain and force her to pay due obedience to a illegitimacy?” 44 No, no !” exclaimed the
at us with an eye moistened by affection,
creased by a continuance of violent rain, man whom fate had made her husband ; the trembling Aurora, bursting into tears; and bear these cruel reflections no longer I I de 44 you have both performed your duty !
termined
to
behold
Aurora
and
my
child.
the
whole
audience,
weeping
in
sympathy
which laid under water the cross-road lead next, I felt most invincible repugnance to
One of the engravers, by my order, as Monsieur is too much affected to be a knave;
ing to Montelimart, and rendered it impas persecute a woman whom I so ardently lov with her, joined in the exclamation of4 No .'
sembled
her father’s creditors, and dischar Aurora has too much the heart of a mother
sible for several days. This ciicumstance ed. The project, also, was impracticable ! No!’
ged
all
his
debts ; purchasing for me at the to live any longer the victim of foolish pride.
This cry of maternal tenderness decided
prevented me from sending to town, as 1 in Aurora had already departed several hours ;
same
time
certain pieces of furniture, to May this marriage, which you solemnly re
the
cause.
—
The
judges
declared
that
the
tended, for a carriage, to convey Aurora to I must have sent for horses from Monteli
which
long
habit
associated an idea of val new in my presence, be more happy than
a lodging less fitted to mortify her pi ide.
mart, or walked hither on foot; either would marriage was valid according to the con
the first ! May you enjoy that lasting fe
' You will easily imagine that 1 sent every have required so much time that 1 renoun tract, in which I had signed my true name ; ue in the mind of Aurora—this was the licity which belongs only to virtue ! These
least
difficult
part
of
my
enterprise.
’minute to inquire respecting the situation ot ced all hopes¡of overtaking Aurora, and on alleging, also, that our situations were not
The merchant who had given me so sat words, pronounced in a serious tone of
my unfortunate bride. The answers were ly thought of contriving the means of leaving sufficiently unequal to authorise the dissolu
I
isfactory
account of Aurora, was a man gen voice, calmed our turbulent sensations.
tion
of
our
union.
But
they
wisely
decreed,
satisfactory ; ray attentions were received a place which served to recall so many bit
related my history in its full extent, without
erally
esteemed.
It
struck
rne
that
I
might
with gratitude ; I was repeatedly told that ter remembrances.
I had still as much in order not to leave the adventurer too
sparing the confession of my faults, and the
the next day I should be admitted to see money left as would enable me to reach Ly much cause for triumph, that my wife should choose him for my confidant, and advise feelings of my remorse. I failed not to re
with
him
what
plan
I
should
pursue.
I
her ; that she had made up her mind ; that ons.—Before my departure, I interrogated be permitted to reside in the convent which
mark, with transport, that the hand of Au
she could display a firmness of character severely the Cure and his niece with res she had chosen for her asylum ; and injunc knew that his name alone was sufficient to rora often pressed mine while I spoke of my
smooth
every
obstacle
in
my
path.
He
was
which, in the cruel circumstances in which pect to their knowledge of my wife’s escape. tion was laid on the husband, under certain
projects of tenderness ! though she testified
•she was placed, would astonish and con Threats and entreaties were lavished in penalties, neither to reclaim, pursue, or mo in possession of a beautful pavillion on the neither pleasure or pain when I mentioned
banks
of
the
Rhone.
I
requested
an
inter

lest
her
in
any
manner
whatever
;
that
the
found her vile enemies.
All these things, vain ; and though they were, as I have
the fortunate situation of my affairs.
That
which were repeated to me with an affecta since discovered, the primary authors of the child should be baptized undér my name, view in the most solitary walks of his part of my narrative which most affected her
grounds
;
and,
having
obtained
his
promise
but
that
I
should
at
no
time
have
any
right
tion of secrecy, did not hill me into pet feci plot, it was impossible to bring them to any
was that which regarded the payment of her
over its education. The rest of the sen of most inviolable secrecy—44 You have
security. That terrible to-morrow affright confession.
father
’s debts ; and my attention to her feel
hitherto,” said I, 44 seen in your friend, a
ed mv soul ; I dreaded the fatal interview
New embarrassments crowded on me tence turned on objects of detail, more in
ings, in saving from the hands of the credit
merchant
who,
still
young,
owes
to
his
tal

more'than death !
I was meditating how when I reached Lyons.
Where begin my teresting to gentlemen of the long robe than
ents, and his probity an affluent and honor ors the pieces of furniture to which she had
to elude it, under different pretences, when researches?
How come to any knowl the historian. Aurora left the audience in
been accustomed from her infancy.
the door of my chamber opened, and dis edge, in a great city, of the asylum which triumph. The crowd escorted her to the able fortune. It has been my fate to ap
My friend celebrated our conjugal recon
pear
in
a
mask
to
the
eyes
of
those
whose
covered to me my interesting biide. 1 Aurora had chosen ?
In what manner■ convent ; crowning her with eulogiums tor
ciliation by a fete.
Near his pavilion
esteem
I
most
value.
I
have
deceived
my
the
tender
sacrifice
which
she
had
just
threw myself at her teet, and seized one of could
(
I present myself before a father in the
stood a house delightfully situated ; and
mistress
;
let
me
no
longer
impose
on
my
her hands and bathed it in my tears.
She first transportsW his indignation against a made to the infant with which she was
friend. You have spoken to me of Aurora, which the heirs of the proprietor, who had
looked at me in this humiliating posture criminal seducer of his daughter ?
How pregnant.
inn
manner the most favorable ; you know lately died, had announced their intention of
Such was the result of this celebrated tri
for some time in silence ; then, raising me could I wander from one convent to anoth
selling. A word, which involuntarily esca
-up, addressed me with all the dignity of er, without the risk of being suspected, from al ; during the decision of which, I was lit the half of her history : hear the remainder. ped Aurora, discovered to me that this ac
You
see
before
you
the
unfortunate
bellowsObliged to hide myself
pride which nothing could vanquish—“ You the nature of my enquiries and exposing tle at my ease.
quisition would be agreeable to her.
I
mender, chosen by a set of young wags as
have deceived me,” said she,4- it is on your myself to the danger of a dungeon where 1 from every eye, I took advantage from my
made the purchase in her name ; and, twen
the
instrument
of
their
vengeance.
”
At
future conduct that my forgiveness shall de might be plunged for having acted so abom not being known, to hide among the crowd
this unexpected declaration, my friend start ty-four hours after, I put into her hands the
pend. If any generous sentiment remains inable a part ? In order to deliver myself — no one conjecturing that the bellowsact which left it entirely at her disposal.
at the bottom of your heart ; if you are de from these perplexities, I had recourse to mender, of whose history they heard $o ed back with surprise. It was easy for me
I returned with Aurora and our child to
to
read
on
his
countenance
the
sensations
sirous of not making me altogether misera my engraving friends, who all advised rne much, wore decent clothes, fine linen, and
Paris. Whether from some remains of her
44 I am indebted,”
ble, do not take the advantage of the au to remain quiet and wait peaceably till the was a personage in no mean circumstances. that agitated his mind.
former haughtiness, or from real greatness
thority which you have usurped Made procedure for breaking the marriage became The most ridiculous stories were fabricated continued I, 44 to nature for some talents, of mind, she expressed no surprise at find
moiselle offers me a decent retirement at her the topic of general conversation at Lyons. respecting my absence and my marriage. which 1 have improved by self-education ing herself mistress of a house decorated
and study —the generosity of my employ
uncle’s house—I have accepted it, because I consented to follow their counsels, to for I sometimes endeavored to laugh with the
with the utmost taste and magnificence. I
I am,
¡it accords both with my situation and duties. bear inquiries alike dangerous and useless ; rest, but was horribly abashed to find, that ers, and fortune have done the rest.
found
her character much ameliorated by
as vou knovz, about to leave Lyons, but I
You may visit rne there whenever you and to take measures for improving my for even those who amused themselves most ^it
adversity ; I found myself beloved by her
am
firmly
decided
not
to
depart
without
please.
We will concert, together, the tune, too well convinced that this was the the expense of Aurora, were virulent deYou enjoy the esteem and con who was the object of all my tenderness 1
means of extricating ourselves from this hor only chance of hereafter regaining the heart claimers against what they called my infa Aurora.
One happy year had elapsed, when Au
fidence
of
the
public ; |you will be the me
my. Agreeably to the dictates of my own
rible situation, and of providing for our fu of Aurora.
diator of your friend with Aurora, and I rora entered my cabinet, her eyes sparkled
feelings,
and
in
conformity
to
the
advice
of
ture support. Rely on my honor for the
Thanks to my generous friends, after hav
shall owe my happiness to your interven with joy—44 My friend,” said she, 44 you
care of defending your oyvn.”
ing disposed advantageously of the jewels, my friends, I determined to quit Lyons, and
will not refuse the invitation of your wife.
tion.”
employ
my
funds
in
some
other
place,
Man is a confiding creature—a kind lace and other valuable articles, which were
The banker, when he recovered from his I wish to give you a dinner in my house at
where
my
name
and
history
were
unknown.
word from the woman we love, is sufficient useless to me, I found myself in possession
—44 This very
astonishment, assured me that he had no* Lyons.” 44 No objection !”■
It was re- I made choice of Paris for my residence,
to soften all the misery she occasions. Not of near ten thousand crowns.
doubt of effecting the reconciliation I so ar morning lam going to set off with my son
where,
amidst
an
immense
population,
I
withstanding the cold disdain of Aurora, I ( ported, at that time, that we were on the
want to teach him how a son ought to
could most easily escape observation ; and dently desired. 44 The abbess of the con.
>gave her my assent with the utmost meek eve of a war with some of the principal
vent where Aurora resides,” said he,44 hon- do his father the honors of his housed
also
where
1
could
employ
my
capital
to
ness, without having even dared to hope powers in Europe. Inconsequence of this
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I did not fail to arrive at Lyons at the ap Mexican Republic be not disturbed or inva
LATEST FROM FLORIDA.
pointed time. The day had scarcely dawned ded.— New Orleans Bee.
JACKSONVILLE, NOV. 10»
MAIL
ARTICLES
when I found Aurora under arms ; she was
The army is in motion for the field. The
still in all the splendor of her beauty, and
Importantfrom Cuba.—We have been fa [From the St. Augustine Her.—Extra, 2d inst.j last detatchment left Black Creek a day or
had adorned herself with more than accus vored by a mercantile friend with the follow
Cheering Intelligence.—By an express two since. Col. fierce was ordered to be at that bank, a few days after the fir«
w
tomed elegance.—Dinner was announced ; ing intelligence from the Island of Cuba :— which left Fort Drane on the 27th inst. we Fort Drane on the 9th inst. to proceed to the
in favor of the Treasurer
and judge of my sensations when Aurora, giv
Letters recently received from St. Jago de learn that Gen. Read arrived at the Ouithla- nation. They go again to that charmed spot, bout $450,000, which will of Cou sg'ni?’iofi’
ing me her hand, led me into an apartment Cuba are of no ordinary interest. The Gov couchy on the 22d, with the steamboats En where nearly all our forces have met defeat,
viously deposited in the bank Tm pre'
which had been decorated by the Graces. ernor some time since on learning that the ergy and Superior, under the direction of the Withlacoochee, where Oceola, proud
Guess who were the guests she had assem constitution of 1812, had been proclaimed in j Capt. Wood, whose active zeal, skill and su monarch of the wilderness, reigns trium will give to the State about $2.606nan
1st of October next, and
bled ? My ten engravers themselves 1 My Spain, (and without official information from j perior judgment are highly spoken of.
A- phant.
tnbutable sum about or upwards nf S’fk
first friends, the authors of my fortunes, of the mother country, or orders from the Cap- j nother steamboat, the United States, was
It is stated in a letter from an officer on ions, including Michigan.—Ric}lJj n <
my marriage. No! 1 cannot paint my emo tain General of the Island,) took it upon him- j wrecked at the mouth of the river.
the western side of the Peninsula that Gen.
Note by the
tions ! during the repast, the gayety of Aurora self to proclaim the constitution.
This | We now learn with great satisfaction, that Jesup, having received orders to assume the that a similar notice has been sent
animated all her guests with delight and ad
course was disapproved of by his superior, • there are a plenty of provisions and forage at command in Florida, proceeded to St. Mark’s posite banks in every State in the
miration. After the dessert, she led us to an
the Captain General at Havana, and subse- , the mouth of the river, and a considerable to hasten and direct the movements of the mg to each which will be called
apartment which she had destined for me.
quantity at Graham’s Camp, and more on provisions, &c. of the army, and that he re January, seasonable notice of
A slight spring, touched by Aurora, undrew quently orders were received from that qunr- ; transportation there.
turned, and was then on the Withlacoochee. amount it will then, and .marteilv^
ter to annul what he had done, and place .
a curtain which concealed two pictures fine things as they were previous to the proclama- ' General Jesup was supposed to be at Tam This accounts for his delay in reaching Fort 1837, be required to payolerei^S
ly painted.—We drew near to survey them.
tion of the constitution. This did not meet, pa Bay, with 750 regulars : two companies Drane. Governor Call will probably meet State in which it is situated, or to JI 1,18
“ O Enchantress !” exclaimed my friends, to
x
the views of the Governor of St. Jago, and he of mounted Alabama volunteers, Captain Al him in the nation.
State near, where a sufficient
gether with myself. The first picture re pre?
There is said to be a large supply of pro public money is not yet deposited,
immediately issued his proclamation declar- j ford’s company from Key West, and M’lnseated the village.scene near Montelimart. I I ...w
___ , ........
^rorn Fort Mii,cbell. 4th Infantry are visions on the Withlacoochee and at Tampa
ing the Province of Cuba,
which is the east- ‘
was kneeling at the feet of Aurora, who re- j! ern section of that Island, as Independent of i "VJ? ^,en‘ Bead.
Bay. There are nearly 1000 regulars, 1250
ern section of that
m,at they think of him af
.
pulsed me with disdain, throwing a look of J the Captain General and of the.rest of the ;. [he Governor is in feeble health, but he
Tennesseeans, 600 or 700 Floridians, and 6 deal has been attempted to be ,„3 5?
the Captain General and of the.rest of the i
indignation on the coachman-engraver. Un Island, and prohibited all intercourse with ls f*etern,h>ed to enter the field and make ev- or 800 friendly Indians in the country.
circumstance that the county ofHa^ *
derneath was written—“ Love conquered by ahy other part of the Island, stopped the ;er.V sacrifice, in order to ensure success. He
Ohio,
H ?’18in
() 11(>. has
lias given
irivpii its
tra vote
v«».. igain't
__.
pride." The second picture represented the mails, &c. This state of things had only conaPP°lnteil Maj. Pierce Colonel, and given
Great loss oj human life and the cause.—We though the city of Cincinnati, where h'1'
scene of the present day. My ten friends at tinned a few days, when official instructions ’dni ‘‘otnmand of the Creek volunteers. This
table, Aurora placed between her happy hus- j were received from Spain, not to proclaim £alla»'t officer has received from the Presi- mentioned yesterday that the English ship sides and where he is best known J/'
overwhelming vote in his favor T) 611,1
band and the coachman-engraver, and ap- j the constitution until they should receive in- * enb Gie Brevet rank of Lieut. Col. as a re Bristol, was cast away on Rockaway, below ; overwhelmin
New York. We now are to add that of 120
pearing to smile on both. At the bottom was structions from the Home Government after wa,'(i f°r his meritorious services,.
persons on board, only thirty-one were saved, been immense, and we have some
written, “ Pride conquered by Love."
the meeting of the Cortes—am! he was again : Under date of the 30th October, from Head
Here, Sir, finishes my history ; at least my ordered by the Captain General to pkice Hiiarters, Fort Drane, we have the following the rest all perished ; and the ship and cargo to see whether as much will l)e tnade
adventures. My present happiness I can things on the old system, which has again paiticulars of the position ami intended move- are a total loss. The New York American it becomes known that a still more
in referring to this melancholy disaster, uses demonstration of netghborhood opinio
better feel than define. Aurora made me been disregarded, and the Province, or to say
of the army under Gen. Cull, from an the following language :
been made even at the very door« Jr ?
the father of three other children; and re the least, its Governments, now stand in open ° , 7’*'
*ank.
“ The Bristol went ashore on Sunday night •• Hermitage”-the very spot where. Ge j
quested that the first of them should have rebellion, both against the Home Govern-! J !>e army which had fallen back for supfor his godfather the engraver whose hand ment and that of the Island. What will be ld*es °>t this post, and on Black Creek, in in the severe gale, which many of our read Jackson’s personal influence must been
ers, we daresay, perceived even in their beds ered strongest and most “ available ” ?
she refused. This inestimable man is now the result, it is quite impossible to predict.
consequence of the failure to find the ex- that night.
last Nashville Banner brings us the
the happy partner of charming woman, well
This state of things has caused great alarm ■ Pecte<i ‘M’«* <»«' the Withlacoochee, is now
Before the gale set in, the Bristol was seen tion.
....... Davidson county, in wnica
which that
that J.■ ■
known in Lyons for the care which she be to the inhabitants of St. Jago and the other!
other i 111
In .co,li
coni,nion
htion to
t0 resume active operations fl by the Columbus, which passed under her I situated, and of which the said “H • ^IS
stows on the education of her only daughter. principal
, 1 cities of the Island. In the former ;■ £
^a,nst
llnst the
t,le enemy
et)en*y on that river. ThcT
The Ten- stern “at 10 3-4 P. M., standing to the east- I is the local point—the family resideJ??!f
Aurora tells me that she shall not be com- !,all business was at a stand, and in many oth- !j nessee taunted
mounted volunteers, having recruited ward, under three top-sails, with a lantern ¡“ Hero,” where he is potent ifafiv T6
pletely happy till this youngi girl calls her er parts of the Island great alarm was felt by ;
borses, ami replenished their supplies at her foretopmast head for a pilot—the j has given a majority of between thr6’
........ and
. i stores
.
n., , Creek,
mother ; and what is singular in this affair is,' (the people generally, and men of property in ■ provisions
at. Black
Highland lights bearing to the southward of! four hundred against the petted candT8”
that my sou is of the same opinion.
to Head
Quarters.
The regu west, and Sandy Hook light distant 5 miles/'
particular.> Large amounts of money and bills i now
' " .moving
................
‘ ......................
.
miles.” ; tn
the “ Greatest and Best.” The Her
were about to be remitted to this country for ! lar troops are collecting fro hi all the posts at
miles!I of precinct itself gave Van Buren 20 voi'1^
Here then was a ship within five miles
F O R E I G If “W E' W S ' ."' I isafe keeping and investment,—as many weal- (! and npar the St. Johns, and will .follow in a her port, and making every exertion to pro- ! White 61. The town ofNashville undp k
thy men have large sums in gold and silver! few days completely equipped for the field. cu.
cure„ .a pilot, and yet no pilot was to be had,! personal influence of Mr. Grundy ’ ant l e
From Spain.—The New York Journal of
laying idle, and feeling confident (as would be
and the gale coming on, caught her so t
Commerce gives extracts from Cadiz papers the case) that in the event of any insurrection, j
~ff-¡lished by the money raised fbrtE±
Terion Kessels at New York.—The New in shore that it was impossible to claw offto Oct. 15, two days later than were received
I their money would be seized, large sums will ; York Commercial Advertiser says that the and .the result was, her destruction, and that by the kitchen scullions, and under J i
by us some days since. The following is the
¡find their way to the United States beyond Texian schooners Brutus and Invincible, ly of many
lives.
r human
. , .
.
! rect ’’‘fluence of the Presidential partialitv
latest information of the Gomez military
doubt, as Cuba has immense sums laying i ing ht New York, were seized on Saturday,
We hold that fot* this wreck and loss of gave a majority of more than one hJi
movements in that quarter.—Boston Pat.
dormant in gold and silver amongst its in- ! on a warrant issued by Judge Long, under life, the pilots are justly responsible—and are ! and fifty against the heir apparent A
I MALAGA, OCT. 9.
habitants, with whom it is the fashion to > provisions of title 8, chap. 8, part 3, of the persuaded that if a similar occurrence should emphatic rebuke of Gen. Jackson’s favorit'^
Under this date the Captain General of hoard np money in this way amongst all i Revised Statutes, and are in the custody of take place oft Liverpool, or any other British ! could not have been given. These ISI'
Grenada and Jaeu issuesan order of the day, classes, more particularly by the wealthy,! the Sheriff.
port, the pilots belonging thereto would be ; people who have thus recorded their di?
in which he slates that Gomez’s faction had where there are many instances of single in-1
held accountable for the loss. Shall we be , of Van Buren, and their veto of the att?
retired from the positions threatening that dividuals having from*300 to $500,000 in ac- |
The Convention.—It is now nearly certain less rigorous in exacting the fulfilment of du- of the President to appoint his succe?
district, and that the immediate danger to tual gold and silver coins in their possession, i
that of the 133 members of the Convention, ty, or less careful of the property and safety i would undoubtedly have gone all lengthsi'
which its inhabitants were exposed, had con which never circulates.—Boston Cenlinel.
| supporting Gen. “ Jackson himself; in ,
for presenting to the people alterations in the of our fellow citizens.
sequently ceased.
The
1 he remedy for
lor this state of things is very other measure. Who does the best‘"t
present constitution of the Commonwealth,
SEVILLE, OCT. 12.
Dufavel.—The late Paris papers. contain 67 have been elected by the Van Buren men, simple.
Abolish the monopoly, introduce , home,” Gen. Harrison or Gen Jackson? 8
By yesterday’s mail there are several let numerous notices concerning Dufavel, whose
comnetition.
competition, rnah
make tho
the amount of compensa
ters from desolated Cordova. All speak of late misfortune in being imprisoned at the and 66 by the whigs. A very considerable
tion depend measurably upon the distance
__
majority,
we
understand,
are
conservative,
the deplorable state of devastation to which bottom of a well, and his fortunate deliver
from shore at which the pilot shall take
Lu.
n, Robbery.—'The vaults of
Bank
the defenders of the faith have reduced that ance, had excited so much interest. A Ly and seek for no other alteration in the Con charge, and above all, make the appointment , theExtensive
Oneida Bank
stitution than such as the general good may of pilots independent of apy polhieal bodyj
Ms?" au'Zffie sX«',
rich and populous city. At the departure of ons paper of Sept. 16th, says,—
require, and an enlightened people would
the faction, ttye pillage, sacking, and burn
Dufavel feels no bad effect from his acci approve.—Phil. U. S. Gaz.
and compulsory, upon fulfillmg eertnm pre- tadredand eighty thousand sixhmMM.
ing, increased on all sides. These robbers
dent except some little remaining weakness—
ordained conditions, and undergoing proper lars extracted therefrom, besides about sir
have not even respected their own partizans ; and he will be amply repaid for his pro
Washington, Wednesday 2 o'clock A. M.— exammations.
____
. thousand dollars in notes and checks. The
for the house of the royalist commandant has tracted sufferings by the numerous marks of
Last evening the President was evidently bet
x,,.,
.. ,
T~ r
J money stolen consisted of notes on the Banh
been sacked as well as that of the most liber
sympathy which have been lavished upon ter, and will doubtless be restored to his
Fuitherparticulars of the Loss of the 5^ of Rome, Albany and New York, and the
al patriot.
him, and by the fruits of the subscriptions wonted health and activity in a few days.
;~fe,nce our ,MSt’ w? ha™ obtained , Other Safety fund banks in this state,«
It is asserted that in the vicinity of Baenand collections in his favour, which will The shock he sustained was a very serious
om the evenmg papers and other sources)! about $6000 on banks in the Eastern Stat
na thé insurgents have had to abandon the
]n order to effect the robbery, six lock
probably put him at his ease for the remain one, and at one time excited the most serious the following additional particulars of this
artillery which they took from the post of
melancholy shipwreck :-Among the passen-1 to be unbolted, five of which^were efFeJ
der of his days. A minute account, taken
Cordova, and also many of the carriages from his own mouth, of his feelings and suf apprehensions among his friends political
and personal for the safety of his life.—The flTl
MVa8f
!he son-m-law of j by keys and the other broken open,
which they took away.
ferings during his painful imprisonment, has demise of the President at such a juncture the late Michael Hogan, of this city ; and he
The directors offer a reward of $6000 for
Mrs. I the recovery of the money and the arrest
been drawn up by Dr. Bienvenu, and made would in all probability have dissolved the died a victim to his own philantrophy.
the
recovery of the money and the arrest
Latest from Europe.—The New York pa into a pamphlet, which is sold for the benefit party, known by the name of the Jackson par hp°rgnni.a,H
.^ttU8hters» Mr». Donnelly, j and conviction of the thief, or $2000 for il«
pers have received Liverpool dates to the of Dufavel. The Lyons theatre gave a rep ty, into its original elements, and hence her nurse and children, were saved, and with arrest and conviction of the thief alone
arrest and conviction of the thief alone.
25th.
resentation for his benefit, and the King much of the alarm so visible in the faces of other women and children, landed by the first |I The
The above
above is
is the
the bank
bank (chartered
(chartered last
last win.
winThe London money market was easier.
transmitted to him 200 francs, in testimony his immediate adherents.—N. Y. Commercial.
M ne boats returned io the wreck ter)
much has been said n
An attempt had been made to assassinate of his interest on the occasion ; His Majesty
n
D°n"e,,y y,e,ded h,s P,a£e ,to elation to the unfair distribution of the stock
the Emperor of Russia.
also directed the sum of 500 francs to be di
jv V ('»»
The President's Health.—The effusion of others. In the third attempt to go off, the
The Slate prisoners of Ham are at length vided among the engineers employed in his blood from the President’s lungs has ceased. boats were swamped, and the crew became
_________
released.
Messrs. Peyronnet and Chante- deliverance. A late Paris paper gives a des His physician now anticipates a speedy re discouraged, and would not go back. Mean
Great Riot m Cleaveland, OAw.-The fo|.
lauze first applied to the King for remission cription of a melo drama upon the subject, covery.— Globe, 23d ult.
time the storm increased, and Mr. Donnelly lowing is an extract from a letter, dated
of their sentence, which was immediately which had been got up at one of the minor
took to the foremast, where the crew and Cleaveland, Nov. 6, 1836.
granted. 51. D. Ranville then followed their theatres,—in which the abyss was represent
JI Lucky Kick.—As two or three boys, sons many steerage passengers had sought tem
“We have had a dreadful riot. The
example with the like result ; and Prince Po- ed, and the poor man covered with mud and of a poor widow in this city, were walking porary safety. Unhappily this mast soon
Brooklyn people undertook to destroy the up
lignac, at the solicitation of his lady and the sand is brought before the public. The Par
through Charter street yesterday forenoon, went by the board, and of about twenty per per bridge here, because the Cleavelaml
British Minister, had had his doom changed is critic condemns this as being in rather bad one of them saw an old shoe on the ground sons on it, one only—Mr. Briscoe, a cabin
to banishment from France, under the full taste, but excuses it on the ground of the in which he kicked along till a roll of paper fell passenger—was saved, and he by catching at people would not let them build one when
weight of his condemnation and sentence of tense interest felt in the affair, and remarks out, which on examination proved to be bank the bowsprit rigging, whence he was taken the floating bridge was, and they commenced
tearing the bridge down. The Cleaveland
civil death.
that it was impossible not to be moved by bills.
He took them to his mother and by the boats. The captain, and some of the
Parliament was opened pro forma, on the such a spectacle, though the bad taste and found by counting that there was between 9 cabin and steerage passengers, were on the people fired three guns upon them, and they
20th of October, and farther prorogued to style of the piece was enough to stop the and $10,000. The bills were all of $100, da mizen-mast, and when that tell, he and oth fired back. Ten killed on the spot, and
Thursday, the 8th of December.
tears which were every moment ready to ted 1818, and issued by three banks, one in ers lashed themselves to the taffrail, where twenty three wounded, many of them mop
H. VAN PELT.
An order had been issued forbidding the flow. Notwithstanding all faults however, New Orleans, one in Charleston, S. C. and for four hours the sea broke over them. tally. Yours, &c.
committal of any prisoners to Newgate here the priest descending to the well was re one in a town in Virginia.
Some
twenty
of
the
steerage
passengers,
The neigh
after, except only those awaiting trial.
It is a fact that some respectable citizens
ceived with most unbounded applause. This bors got notice of the affair, and flocked in to principally women and children, perished al
Hay was selling at Liverpool, at 8 pounds venerable priest, as the bill says, is the wor examine the bills, which they declared coun most immediately after the ship struck. E- of Loudoun county, owners of the soil, and
(40 dollars) per ton.
thy curate of St. Just, who in his admirable terfeit. The woman, alarmed at this, com ven before they could leave their berths the not a hundred miles from Middleburg,did
The death of Mrs. O’Connell was reported courage and charity was far from expecting
menced destroying them, and had burnt be ship bilged, filled, and all below were drown not know on which day the Presidential eat Dublin, on the 19th of October.
Ireland a reward of this nature.
lection was to take place, and were astonish
tween $300 and $4Q0 when she was stopped. ed. Not a groan was heard, to denote the
was still afflicted with tithe-disturbances.
ed
when they heard that it had “comeand
catastrophe
—
so
awfully
sudden
was
it.
And
There is a difference of opinion as to the
gone.”
The Duke de Nemours, second son to the
Stupendous Steam Ship.—The British and bills being genuine, some of our most expe to those whom the waves and the mercy of
King, has gone to Algiers, campaigning, after American Steam Navigation Co. have con
Can a people expect to be free when such
rienced brokers pronouncing them [good, God had spared, what was the conduct of
the example of his elder brother.
r"' L persons,
t______ y their ignorance and apathy prevails ? Do they
tracted to build a Steam Ship for the. New while others say that they are forged.
It is their brother man? Their
A correspondent of the London Post York and London trade, to measure 1700
were searched and robbed by the deserve it ?
supposed that the shoe was thrown with oth trunks,
Z-X .-I am • t-. „4.
a. 1_ ..
. 1
11
a
»
writes—“ You have perhaps received no fur tons, 220 feet keel, 40 feet beam, and 235
er rubbish from an old building now under fiends that gathered around the wreck. One
ther information as regards the assassination feet between perpendiculars. She will carry
The Entire.—The Providence Morning
hapless
being,
thrown
senseless,
but
yet
agoing repairs, but no one can tell how it
. .
------- - ----------7
j w
of the Emperor of Russia. His Imperial two engines of 220 horse power each, 76 inch
says
r,
- : A farmer from Killingly,
...
came there. Steps will immediately be ta live, on the shore, and having about him his Courier
Majesty was shot by a ruffian.
An aide-de- cylinders, and 9 feet stroke.
She is to be ken to ascertain the character of the notes, all—ten sovereigns—was plundered of them !i Conn., brought to this market yesterday, a
camp was killed by his side.— Whether from ringed for sailing as well as steaming powers.
‘
1
hog,
15
months
old,
that
weighed
560
pounds,
and they will meanwhile be deposited in a
;--- “ Is there not some secret enrse —
the effect of the shot, or the violent convul The expense of this vessel is estimated at bank for safe keeping.—-Boston Àlias.
Some hidden thunder in the stores of Heaven, which was sold for 13 cents a pound, asions of his dying neighbor, his Imperial 60,000 pounds sterling.
mounting to the moderate sum of $72,80.
Red with uncommon wrath”—
Majesty had his shoulder dislocated. The
to
blast
such
iniquity
?
Will
not
the
Marshal
novel
sort
of
Inquest.
—
An
inquest
was
result of this attack has been exaggerated.
.Another dreadful accident.—A schooner
It seems that policies have been opened at held yesterday on the body of an infant of the District feel it his duty to repair to the
His Imperial Highness the Grand Duke Mi
which arrived here last evening, picked up,
chel, who was on the point of going to Eng Loyd’s, and subscribed to some extent, giving which was found yesterday morning enclo scene of this disaster, and seek to ferret out seventy -miles from Cape Elizabeth, yester
land, was sent for by express, and his voyage £20 to receive £100 in the event of a decla sed in a large bottle of spirits, on the stoop the evil-doers ? Among other things, Mrs. day, a schobner belonging to Bath, loaded
It Donnelly was robbed of a valuable case of
thereby put off for a time.
His Imperial ration of War between Great Britain and of a house in the upper part of the city.
with potatoes and wood, and bound to Bos
is supposed that burglars had the preceding, jewels, some of which, it is said, were public
Majesty, however, I am happy to say, is France, before July next.
ton, capsized and on her beams ends, all th«
ly
paraded
by
an
individual
who
can
be
tra

night
broken
into
the
house
ofa
surgeon
and
completely restored from his sanguinary at
crew dead except the Captain, who is now ¡8
carried off the bottle and its contents, and ced.—New York Transcript.
tack.—If the Emperor Nicholas had fallen,
Don Miguel, as all tyrants should be, is be
a very low state—four dead bodies wera
we should have deeply lamented it. He has coming “ hard pushed” for /’argent. He sold that on discovering what sort of plunder they
The Bristol.—We learn from a gentlemen found on the wreck. The Capt. had a neph
the genius ofa true Sovereign and the heart two large diamonds lately, at Paris, for ninety had, they left it where it was found yesterday
who
left Rockaway yesterday morning, that ew on board who was the last who died.—
morning.
Verdict
accordingly.
of a true man ; but we are happy to think that thousand francs.
fifty-two
dead bodies had come ashore from We have not been able to ascertain names.
N.
Y.
Jour.
Com.
whenever it occurs, the genius of his country
Portland Argus.
the
wreck
of the Bristol, and that they all
will survive—as it did at the assassination of
Suspicious
are
afloat
in
England
that
M.
lay,
(men.
women
and
children)
in
a
promis

Homicide.
—
A
quarrel
took
place
in
the
the Emperor Paul. Fortunate the .country
Steamer Independence.—An engineer and
where a principle reigns paramount at all de Beriot was instrumental in the death of town of Madison, on Sunday last, between cuous heap in a barn near the beach ! We several mechanics are now on a visit to Ban
times, and ‘ Le Roi est Mort ! vive le Roi !’ Malibran. Beriot is her husband, and the two brothers, sons of Mr. Harry Bishop, when were unable last evening to ascertain wheth gor to examine the Independence, with a
Such a principle is, I am afraid, totally absent fact of her brief and violent illness—and of one of them threw a knife at the other, er the officers sent down by the Marshal, had view to her repair by the Insurance Compa
her husband being near her until just before which hit him in the temple and penetrated succeded in capturing any of the fiends in
in more southern latitudes.”
her death, and then his leaving the realm im the brain. He survived the act but about human shape who have committed the out nies. The Insurers dont like to poney-up
something like double her worth, and are de
mediately after the event, without even seeing thirty minutes. We have not heard the re rages to which we have already alluded.
the
remains
of
her
whom
he
so
much
idoli

The steerage passengers who were saved, termined to return her to her owners.
sult of the inquest.—New Haven Herald.
From Mexico.—By the schooner Louisiana,
Bunker Rill Aurora’.
are represented as in a truly deplorable con
we have received regular files of Mexican zed, have given grounds to the suspicious.
Portland Times.
papers. Our dates from the city of Mexico
Cotton factories are springing up in all dition.—N. Y. Gaz. Saturday.
Rail Road from Bangor to Oldtown.—^'
are to the 2d, and those from Tampico to the
quarters of the Southern Stales, and wherewithstanding
the severe pressure in the mon
We
learn
from
the
Arkansas
Advocate,
15th.
Dreadful effects of terrifying children.—A ever they are established, they do well. A
ey market, and (he many unforeseen obsta
The Texian armed privateer Thomas To little child between 6 and 7, at the Female new one is going up at Fayetteville, N. C., that the Legislature of that State has passed cles to be overeóme on the route, it affords
by, Captain Hoyt, had been cruising offTam- Seminary near Hackney, Eng. was confined and at Camden, S. C., and another is about a law establishing ‘ The Real Estate Bank of us great pleasure to inform our readers,, that
Arkansas,’—also a law establishing ‘ The
pico for several days ; and had declared the in a dark celler where, in spite of her screams, to be erected.
State Bank of Arkansas,’—capital of the lat through the indefatigable enterprise of its
ports of Vera Cruz and Tampico under she was left to remain till morning, when she
public spirited proprietors, the Rail Road from
One hundred thousand bushels of rye, ac ter $1,500,000
blockade ; had fired into the port of that town was found in a state of complete idiotcy.
The Legislature is composed of a large Bangor to Oldtown is at length completed.
cording to the N. York Star, are turned
N. Y. Star.
several shots ; and had taken as a prize
majority of Van Buren men, and their acts, This is the first enterprise of the kind which
weekly into whiskey in that city.
the Mexican schooner formerly known
as
above illustrated, show the sincerity of has been matured within the borders of
as the Mentor, and had sent her to Galveston.
A lady living near Monkwearmouth, who
Lord
and
Lady
King
(Ada
Byron)
are
ex

their
professions of being the ‘ no bank par Maine, and reflects much credit on the enter
He had likewise conveyed a challenge to at the age of four, while playing with her sis
prising men who have been engaged in 118
ty
!
’
pected
to
arrive
in
New
York
early
in
the
fight any vessel belonging to the Mexican
ter, accidentally got two pebbles in her ear ensuing spring.
construction.—People's Press.
navy.
carried one of the same for 44 years, when it
The Nahant Bank, of Lynn, has stopped
The sloop Susan, of 12 tons burthen, wM
This may all be very fine sport to these appeared within the cavity of the ear, and
Within three d'ays 25,000 bushels of Ger payment. Their portion of the surplus rev a captain, one man and a boy, sailed from
gentlemen, but they must be careful that our was with ease extracted.
man wheat have been sold at New York for enue did not arrive in season to prevent th® Providence on Thursday last for Mobile,
commercial relations and trade with the 1
Sunderland {Eng.} Herald,
$2 a 2,05 per bushel.
sad catastrophe.—People’s Press.
sale.
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1836 , olis, in pursuance of the call ofthe
he Govern
Governdistressing aLLiaem
accident occurred on
• **a niost uiauvsaiug
probate notice
or, on the morning of the 21st ult. but ad* board ofthe steamboat Flora, Capt. R» D.
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION.
Seh. Favorite, (of WisCaiSfet) Robinson, faittiI At a Court of Probate held at Alfred, within
Chapmaiij oh the 17th, while on het* Way
The results of the elections for President journed till 4 o’clock P. M. without organi- from Louisville to Cincinnati. The boat W. tor Boston, with sugar bo* shocks and potsand for the Cotinty of fork, on the eighth
toeb went ashore at Kittefyj on Monday last,
day of November, in the year of our Lord
tial Electors have been ascertained in thei zing. The members of the last Senate were had approached to within thirty miles ofthe vessel gone to pieces ; sugar box shooks saved. t
and thiny-six, bytheHoni
in A. but did not assemble, as a new Senate latter place» when the pipes which connect
following States, and stand thus :—
RWUFnq A Vw
°fsaid
•
the two boilers together, commonly called the
had
been
elected»
In
the
afternoon,
B.
L.
UFUS SAYWARD, named executor in
Van Buren. Harrison. White. Webster.
connecting
pipes,
’
suddenly
broke,
or
sep*
I
Grant, Esq. was re-elected Speaker of the
Maine,
10
a certain instrument purporting to
arated, causing the death of one man, and
be the last will and testament of John SayNew Hampshire, 7
House of Delegates—the other officers of last the scalding and mutilation of thirteen othMassachusetts,
ward,late of Alfred, in said county, gentle
14
year were also re-elected. Several members ers, all cabin passengers but one.
Rhode Island,
man, deceased, having presented the same
4
As soon as the noise, which the accident
of the new Senate appeared and were qualifi
for probate :
Connecticut,
8
occasioned,
was
heard
by
the
persons
in
the
ed,
but
a
quorum
was
not
present.
Gov.
V.
Vermont,
ORDERED—That the said executor give
7
cabin, most of them unfortunately ran to the
New York,
42
delivered his Message on the 26th. He door, which on being opened, enabled the
notice to all persons interested, by caus
<U
Pennsylvania,
30
ing a copy of this order to be published
recommends that the election laws be soa- scalding steam to rush in and perform its
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
Delaware.
3
work of destruction. The following is a list
mended
as
to
provide
for
new
elections
to
fill
Maryland,
Gazette, printed at Kermebhhk, that they
10
vacancies which may occur in any future elec of the sufferers
New Jersey,
8
War at «Probate Court tobe held at
Xt/Zetf
—
Benjamin
Myrick,
of
Charlestown,
Virginia,
toral College, by death, resignation, or refusal
Alfred, in sn¡d county, on the first Monday
23
Massachusetts.
North Carolina, 15
of January next, at tell ofthe clock in the
or neglect to attend and qualify within a spe
Very badly scalded—recovery doubtful—\
Georgia,
foienoon, and shew cause, if any they have,
11
cified time, and that the criminal laws be so a- Samuel Donnally, of Washington, Pa.; E. i
fe
UTTTO ! ! . anti-dyspeptic why the said instrument should not be pro
Tennessee,
15
PILLS
................
l¥UJ{toIy ved, approved, and allowed as the last will
mended as to provide for suitable and ade McLaughlin, Columbiana county, Ohio ; Hon.'.
FILLS have been
long& and ,<favorably
Kentucky,
15
Ohio,
quate punishment ofany agents of the people G. L. Kinnard, Member of Congress, from : known ,n the Southern States, and have been and testament of the said deceased.
21
Indiana; George
Fisher, residence not ’ m°’1
employed in almost every
Indiana.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Begister.
9
who may hereafter solicit and receive or ac known,
got on--board a
at. ^uu.svme.
Louisville.
------ - -but
*---------I Iane7 °! factional disorder ofthe Stomach,
A true Copy,—Attest,
cept
any
public
trust,
and
refuse
or
wilfully
Badly
scalded,
but
will
probably
recover
—
L
1
,
els>
L,ver
and
S
P
lee
»
J
such
as
heartNovember 2&M- CUTTIR
139
73
26
14
eastward,* residence
not!
•■
acid eructations, nausea, headache
neglect to perform the duties enjoined hy the Allen, from the--------------A sufficient number of returns have not
pain
and
distention
ofthe
Stomach
and
Bow
’
constitution or laws. The Governor also ex known ; Isaac Shepherd, residence not
been received from the States of Alabama,
Please Palie
’
known ; Thomas Turner, Steubenville, Obi-1I els, incipient Diarrhea, Colic, Jaundice, Flatpresses the hope that the wishes ofthe people o ; Moses Brown, coloured cabin boy.
I ulence, habitual costiveness, loss of appeArkansas, Illinois, Missouri and Mississippi,
OR SET-«
will be carried into effect in relation to reas
Slightly scalded—Mr. Clancy, Pittsburg,!! rtp.e< s‘ck headach, sea sickness, &c. &c. PAY .’PAY ! ; AVd ¡
to enable us to state definitely the results of
TLE ! ! J
onable and salutary amendments ofthe con Pxjnn. ; C. L. Thomas, residence not known ; i! ^be/ afe a S!de and comfortable aperi
the elections in those States.
for h emales during pregnancy and sub
Subscriber contemplates a new arRev. Luther Halsey, Pittsburg ; Mr. Thomas ent
I
stitution.
sequent confinement, relieving sickness at the a, rangement in regard to his business,
1
urners
brother,
a
lad
about
10
years
of
Louisiana.—The contest was very close
Rhe House of Delegates adjourned on
age ; Mr. Phillips, of Pittsburg, was slightly stomach, headach, heartburn and many of and will sell the balance of his stock of goods
in this State and the result is doubtful. 21 Saturday to the day fixed by law for the com- ! hurt in attempting to jump through the win the incidental nervous affections.
Literary at reduced prices. He calls upon all persons
parishes give a Van Buren majority of 422 mencement ofthe annual session ofthe Gen- dow.
men, students and most other persons of se- having accounts against him to present the
votes.
The boat was towed to Cincinnati the day dentaiy habits, find them very convenient same for settlement as soon as may be, and
eraf Assembly, a sufficient number of the
after the accident, by another steamboat, and ! Those who indulge too freely in the pleas all persons having unsettled accounts at his
The Vice Presidency.—No choice of newly elected Senators not having arrived to several of the wounded persons were taken ures of the Table find speedy relief from the store are requested to make payment—those
sense of oppression and distension which fol who cannot pay immediately efln call and
to the hospital.
Vice President has been effected by the Peo form a quorum.
The Cincinnati Gazette states that “ the low, by taking the Pills. As a dinner Pill settle by note or otherwise. It is his inten
ple ! It is already ascertained that 147 of
Maine Wesleyan Seminary.—A cata accident is imputed to the gross negligence they are invaluable. Those who are drink tion to close all his present accounts on or
the Electoral votes for Vice President will
ing mineral waters, and particularly those before the fifteenth day of January 1837, and
of the engineer.”
logue
of the officers and students of this in
be thrown for some other person than Rich
from southern climates and ague and fever those who may want goods of any descrip
stitution-fall term of 1836—gives the names
Foreign Grain.—The sales of foreign grain districts, will find them a valuable adjunct. tion he m^y have on hand, may fely on hav
ard M. Johnson, viz those of the States of
the
past week have been very extensive.! Those who are exposed to the vicissitudes
ol
225
students,
viz
:
163
young
gentlemen
____of ing
, them at reduced prices. He
He continues
continues to
to
Massachusetts, Vermont, Delaware, New Jer
weather, on voyages or journeys, can take I! take
.fske good
^ood hard wood,
wtJod> lumber and produce
Forty-seven
thousand
bushels
of
all
descrip!
sey, Ohio, Indiana, and Kentucky, in all 77, and 62 young ladies.
tions, have been sold, viz. 19,000 bushels of! them at all times with perfect safety. In full ’n Pa.vinent Of debts, or in exchange for*
where the whig electoral tickets were
red German wheat, at $2 a $2,02,19,000 do.! doses, they are a highly efficacious“7 and safe goods.
An adjourned session of the Executive
white Dantzic, at $2,02 a $2,11 1-2, the lat-i Anti-bilious medicine. They seldom ornevBARNABAS PALMER^
successful ; those of Maryland, South Car
Council of this State will be held at Augusta ter price on time, 3000 do. of red and white i ei pioduce sickness at the stomach or gri
Nov. 23, 1836»
olina, Tennessee and Georgia, in all 47,
on Monday next.
; pOOO do. rye, from Trieste, and: ping. ....
which will be thrown for Mr. Tyler of
Cheese.
ofthe
claims
2000 do. from Prussia. The market is now I r The
, e following Testimonials, ui
me ciaims
Virginia, and those of Virginia, 23, which
LBS-PRIME CHEÈSE,
nearly cleared of foreixm
«nd onop
to P’>Eli^ patronage, have been 1
foreign main
grain, and
9000 | ot lhese
Extract of a letter dated
just received from New
bushels of the Dantzic sold have not yet ar f selected from many of similar import, recentwill be given to William Smith of Ala
Havana, nov. 12, 1836.
ly furnished.
York, of a very fine quality, for sale hy the
bama. The result of the Presidential Elec
The Governor of Santiago de Cuba, bavin« rived.—./V. Y. Com. Adv.
subscriber.
WM. LORD»
From the Rt. Rev. Levi S. Ives, D. D., Bishop
tion in the States of Alabama, Louisiana, Illi proclaimed the Constitution of Cadiz, and
Kennebunk, Nov. 23, 1836.
Yale
College.
—
This
ancient
institution
is
of
North
Carolina.
nois, Mississippi, Missouri and Arkansas has disobeying the orders of the Captain General, 500 mounted dragoons started a few days now more flourishing than at any former pe“ Raleigh, March 2, 1835.
Splendid Annuals for 1837.
not yet been ascertained, but if the votes of ago and about 300 infantry are to march im
Fr0? the
cat«lo«ue just l>uh.......... ............
. .U.U
U.ree years,
“ Having,
for the
last three
years, ueen
been in
inall these states should be given for Col. John mediately, to force Governor Lorenzo, to o- lisheci, we learn that the whole number ot' timately acquainted with Dr. John Beck- rg'\HE PARLOUR SCRAP BOOK for
A
1837.
Edited by Willis Gaylord
ViZj 76
31 law. . with,
son, he will receive only 144 votes, and 146 bey the orders of the Queen sent him by our «nH ^ntS
with, of
of this
this city,
city, and
and enjoyed
enjoyed his
his profession
profession*
Clark, Esq» Embellished with 16 superb
noble
Captain
General,
who
takes
so
much
fu,dent® ? 2 resident gradu- al services, I take pleasure in stating that Ins
are necessary to a choice.
oVJ,K er'g-adU>4S’- Oi the ‘jndei‘ ' character as a Christian gentleman and expe- steel engravings. The whole forming a most
at heait the welfare of the Island. Several
In case of the failure of an election of Vice
g
aduates,
9b
are
seniors, 74 juniors, 116 so- j rienced Physician entitles his testimony, in splendid quarto voltíme, bound in extra Mo
vessels of war have sailed to act in accord
President by the People, the duty, according ance with the land troops and in the mean p lomores, and 123 freshmen.—JV. Y. Obs. | regard to the use of his Anti-dyspeptic Pills, rocco, gilt edges.
Friendship’s Offering and Winter’s Wreath,
to the entireofconfidence
of the Iflhese
Public. Phi/
My
to the Constitution, devolves on the Senate time to blockade the port of Santiago.
malVM</7rt^’“A,0?rn°nVe haS been I' experience
the gTo^effecu
a Christmas and New-Year’s present for 1837,
to make a choice from the two highest can
with 11 elegant engravings.
WlminXudtrSu^e.''
lW° yearS ''asl'™
From Mexico.-Advices from the city of
me of their emi
didates. These, provided the Electors vote
The Gift, by Miss Leslie, with 10 splendid
Mexico have been received at New Orleans,
nent value, particularly in aiding an impaired
according to the nominations, will be Mr. to the 15th of October. A division of the ar hannah, which is said to be provided with a digestion and warding off bilious attacks. engravings.
The Pearl, with 7 fine Steel Mezzotinto en*
Granger and Col. Johnson. But as Mr. Van my for Texas has left that city, with sappers sttam whistle, whose piercing, shrill sound, Having been for a long time subject to the
gravings.
may be heard at a distance of at least a mile,
Buren will be elected President by the Peo and miners, and a company of pioneers. The and gives awful notice of its approach to any annual recurrence of such attacks, 1 was in
—ALSO—
baggage, «nd another division, would set out
the habit of resorting for security against
ple, Mr. Granger will not be eligible to the
A further supply of the American Aímá*
point
where
such
notice
may
be
useful.
in a few days. Much exasperation of feeling
them, and with very partial success, to a lib nac, for 1837.
office of Vice President, it being repugnant against the American residents, existed in the
eral use of Calomel or Blue Pill.
But since
The Young Lady’s Friend—By a Lady.
Crash.
—
A
block
of
four
story
brick
to a provision of the Constitution that a Pres capital, and outrages were apprehended.
my acquaintance with the Anti-dyspeptic An excellent work.
stores
at
the
corner
of
St.
Michael
and
Water
The Texian army is reported to have
Pill of Dr. Beckwith, which be prescribed in
ident and Vice President shall be elected
The Laws of Etiquette ; or rnles and re
streets, Mobile, lately fell with a tremendous
first instance himself, I have., not been
from the same State. It is to be hoped, marched upon Matamoras, but this is only crash which was heard allI over .he ei.y. The I the
under .he n^i.y'Sg MeVcury in an™ flections
& for conduct in society. By a gen*
rumor, as yet. It appears to have been be
11 n rt-t m
®
therefore, that the Electors who were chosen lieved at Tampico, for troops had been des b“dd,ng -T»8 neVA “k d ha?i been pUt up with : form’ besides bein8 wholly exempt from biL
Frugal
Housewife,
20th
edition
;
rap,d,t/’and
walls were, probably, J ious attacks. Several members of mv family
Irvim
by the supporters of Harrison and Granger patched in all haste from that port to Mata
Irving’s Life of Coldmbus, abridged j
hke those of most of the buildings in Mobile, are
Th»»
are experiencing
experiencing the
the same
same beneficial
beneficiar' effect/.
effects.
will cast their votes for some other gentleman moras. The Texian force was described as
The sources of Health and Disease in
too
thin.
No
one
was
near
the
building
at
of 3000 men, under Gen. Rusk,
“L. S. IVES.’»
than Mr. Granger for Vice President. It is consisting
'
communities ;
and at the latest advices to have advanced the time of its fall.
Spurzheim on Education ;
believed that a majority of the Senate will within 20 leagues of Matamoras, and march
From the Rev. F. L. Hawkes, D. D.
Young Lady’s Sunday Book ;
The Merchants Bank of Providence re
be decidedly hostile to the election of Col. ing
i
rapidly.
Young Lady’s Own Book ;
New-York, February 3, 1836.
ceived on Thursday last, from Philadelphia,
Johnson to the office.
Young Man’s Guide ;
“ I have no knowledge, derived from ex
the
$10,000
in
gold
of
which
the
bank
was
Texas.—-The New Orleans Standard of
Young Man’s Own Book.
perience, of the efficacy of Dr. Beckwith’s
OFFICIAL.
Nov. 9th, says that David G. Burnett has re robbed some months since by the robber i Pills ; but I know that some of my personal
For sale by
D. REMJC1L
Bell.
The following table shows the number of signed the Presidency of Texas ; and Gen.
Nov. 24.
friends in North-Carolina, whom I left, some
votes for Presidential Electors, in the several Samuel Houston has been appointed substi
| years ago, suffering severely under Dyspep
The report of the President’s death was ■
As present
sia, were in good health when I saw them
CTapboards.
States where they have been officially can tute till his own time arrive.
carried
to
Albany
from
New
York,
by
the
President and former General, it is not im
on a visit, made a few months since, and all
vassed :—
steamboat,
and
circulated
as
brought
to
New
probable that Houston will permit or effect
c.ÄrÄEDa “
York by an express which arrived a short ascribed their recovery to the use of Beck*
Anti-Van Buren. Van Buren. the liberation of Santa Anna.
with’s Pills.
N...Ì.S».
W,LL,A" LMU>
Maine,
time
before the departure ofthe boat. It ap
15,239
22,900
“ I know that the certificates obtained by
New Hampshire,
6,228
18,722
From Florida.—The St. Augustine Herald pears to have excited serious apprehensions the Doctor, in North-Carolina, are from gen
Vermont,
20,990
14,039
of the 17th, says that the army moved from at Albany.—Boston Adv.
tlemen of the highest respectability, and sev Farm,
Fishing Establish
Rhode Island,
2.710
2,964
Fort Drane on the 11th,—that no traces of
eral of them stated to me verbally that which
incut
and
Wood Land
Connecticut,
More
than
10,000
emigrants
from
Ireland
■
18,745
19,285
the enemy had been found by the Creek
is contained in their published certificates. 1
for
Sale.
New York,
and
England,
have
sailed
from
New
York
138,543
166,815
scouting parties, all about the Fort, and that
have the most entire confidence in them.
^Pennsylvania,
87,089
HE subscriber of
91,413
from Gen. Jesup, nothing had been heard. within two months, to return to their native
“ I also know Dr. Beckwith, and have
land.
Massachusetts,
41,099
fers for sale that
33,237
Provisions were abundant.
known
him
from
my
boyhood
;
and
I
cheer

Ohio,
104,958
valuable property at
96,238
fully
state
with
Bishop
Ives,
‘
that
his
char

Cure
for
Polipi.
—
A
small
piece
of
lint,
wet
New Jersey,
545 maj.
Cape Porpoise, former
, From Texas.—By the New Orleans pa with a solution of sulphate of zinc, and ap acter as a Christian gentleman and experien
pers we learn that the volunteers have plied round the polypus each day, and al ced Physician entitles his testimony, in re ly the residence of the late Capu Ebene^er
436,146
465,613
been dismissed, there being no provisions lowed to remain for a short time, will, in a gard to the use of his Anti-dyspeptic Pills, to Perkins, deceased. Said estate contains about 300 acres, consisting of Timber and
the entire confidence ofthe Public.’
South Carolina Delegation in Con for them, or money either,—that, unable to few days, cure the disease.
Wood and Tillage Land, and Salt Marsh, the
touch their pay, they are returnimg to their
“
F.
L.
HAWKS.
”
gress.—The following is a correct list ofthe
Upland all enclosed by stone walk It lies on
homes in the U. S.—and that the regulars,
The Wandering Piper has given awav
For sale in New-York by Leavitt, Lord & and forms one side of Cape Porpoise har
Members of Congress chosen at the late elec only 600 in number, are retained in the ser $26,000 in charity”
s
Co. 180, Broadway; Boston, B. B. Muzzey ; bor, and has two or three Islands, one of which
tion in South Carolina. Legare and Rich vice.
Portsmouth, N. H. Brackett Hutchings ; Do is said to contain about 60 acres, belonging
ardson are Unionists—the others are State
___
HYMENEAL.
ver,
Asa A. Tufts ; E. Goodale, Saco, Me.: to the same, and is capable of being made
Winnebago Indians.—We learn from the
Rights men
Hugh S. Legare, in place of
one of the best Fishing and Farming estab*
MARRIED—In this town, on Tuesday, 22d Daniel Rernich, Kennebunk.
Green Bay Democrat that the situation of
lishments in the State of Maine.
H. L. Pinckney ; Waddy Thompson, re-e
General Agent,
the Winnebago Indians, and some other ult. by Rev. Mr. Wells, Mr. Henry Cabot, of
The Farm has the past season paid the in
HENRY D. TURNER,
lected ; Francis W. Pickens, re-elected ; John tribes, is said to be wretched in the extreme, Boston, to Miss Mary Jane, eldest daughter of
terest of $4000. An opportunity seldom of*
180, Broadway, New-York.
K. Griffin, re-elected ; Wm. R. Clowney, in They have scarcely any clothing, and provis- Mr. Ezra Perkins, of this town.
ep24w.
fers for investment of a few thousand dollars
In this town, on Thursday evening last, by
place of James Rodgers; Franklin H. El- ions are scarce. The small-pox is raging a- Rev. Mr. Wells, Mr. Charles W. Kimball to
so advantageously. Any one wishing to
more, in place of Jas. H. Raymond ; R. B. mong them—carrying off three or four per Miss Sophronia Byram, all of this town.
purchase can view the premises by calling
Farm for Sale.
diem. We have been informed, adds the ed
In Kennebunk-port, Oct. 30, Mr. MarkPrimf
on Issachar Wells, who occupies the same
Smith, in place of W. J. Grayson ; John P. itor, that the Winnebagoes have not this year
f|pHE subscriber ofof Sanford, to Miss Sarah Towne of the former
or on the subscriber at Kennebunk.
fers for sale a
Richardson, in place of R. J. Manning ; John received their annuity. What is the reason place.
WM. LORD.
valuable farm, lying
of this neglect on the part of government or
In Somersworth (Great Falls village) Mr.
Campbell, in place of R. B. Campbell.
October, 28,1836.
near the congregation” . -JT-.
its agents ?
Charles Dorman of Kennebunk-port, to Miss
Lydia Kean of S.
Georgia Senator.—Mr. Cuthbert has
al meeting house in Lyman, containing one
hundred and twenty acres of good land,
BUSHELS CORN, for sale
been re-elected, by the Legislature of Georgia,
„4n Unfortunate.—One ofthe survivors of
eighty acres of which is well wooded and
OBITUARY.
as a Senator in Congress from that State for the unfoitunate wreck ofthe Bristol, was vesPORTER HALL,
timbered, and forty acres of tillage an<l pas6 years from the 4th of March next. He terday brought to the Ahns House, and sei
Kennebunk, Oct. 22,1836.
tuiing.
There is a good dwelling house
DIED
—
At
Trieste,
in
the
Hospital,
after
a
dem has any person been placed in a situation lingering illness of sifc months, Edmund Hill of
upon said farm, two stories high, with two
was chosen on the 2d ballot, having 128 of
so pitiable or more calculated to excite sym
stacks of chirnnies, and may well accommo
252 votes.—John W. Campbell was the can pathy. He is a man about 40 years of age Kennebunk-port, in the 20th year of his age.
lbs. RAISINS,
In Saco, Mrs. Rhoda, widow of the late Capt. date two families ; there is also a barn and
didate of the anti-Van Buren party, and re and entirely deaf and dumb. From what could Hiram Billings. Mr. Daniel Townsend. Mr. shed, and two orchards in which there is If
lba‘ HONEY, for sate at
be collected from his imperfect mannerotex- Elias Bradbury.
ceived, on the first balloting, 107 votes.
considerable grafted fruit.
low prices, by
In Lyman, Mr. Samuel Gordon, aged 34
pressing himself by signs, he is a native of
PORTER HALL.
JONATHAN CALEF.
Alabama.—The Legislature of this State England, and was coming to this country ac- years.
Kennebunk, Oct. 22, 1836.
Lyman, Nov. 16, 1836.
met at Tuscaloosa on the 7th ult. j^rJ companied by several friends and relatives,
’jail of whom have perished. He had four
SHIP NEWS.
M’Vay was chosen President of the Senate
Scliool EBoolis & Statiosaery. ALMANACKS FOR 1837,
| sovereigns and three or four dollars in his
by a majority of one vote over S. Moore— I pocket, and with but this scanty provision,
KENNEBUNK, DEC. 3, 1836.
obert b. thomas’ almanack,
both are Van Buren men. Mr. Bagby (V. his friends and, kindred have been cut off
containing, the Maine matter, the sipARRIVED.
B.) was elected Speaker of the House withand he has been thrown on a forting of the Courts in Maine—Post Offices—
AS just received his Fall supply of
Nov.
26
—
Sch.
Mary
&
Harriet,
Oaks,
Ports

eign land, without the power of expressing
SCHOOL BOOKS & STATIONE Military Fines—Officers of the State, &c. &c,
out opposition.
mouth ;
his wants or wishes or in any way assisting
RY, comprising almost every article in his Crockett’s Almanack. 1837.
30
—
Schs
Alpha,
Rankin,
Boston
;
himself. He will however be taken good
People’s
do.
do.
line usually enquired for.
Grape, Ward, do. ;
North Carolina.—The Legislature of i care of at the Alms House, and sent home to
Comic
do.
do.
Osprey, Perkins, do.
(f/^Country Traders, School Committees
North Carolina convened at Raleigh on the his own country.—jV. Y. Jour. Com.
Miniature
do.
do.
and Teachers will be supplied with School
SAILED.
Just received and for sale, wholesale and
21st ult. H. Waddle (whig) was elected
Dec. 2—Sch. Nile, Ward, Boston.
Books, by the quantity, as low as they can
retail, by
D. REMICH.
be purchased in Boston or Portland.
Speaker of the Senate, by a majority of two
memoranda.
Suicide.—A young lady residing in Solon,
Kennebunk, Oct. 29’, 1836.
Kennebunk, Oct. 29, 1836.
Saco, Nov. 24.—- Arrived, Sch. Angerona,
votes over Mosely (V. B.) the former Speak named Ayer, drowned herself in the Kenne
er. In the House, Heywood (V. B.) was e- bec, near that place, on Thursday night last. Jordan, Boston.—Sailed, 25th, schs. Congress,
aine justice, »nd
Perkins, Boston ; Hudson, Clark, do. ' Koret,
CORN
iected Speaker by a majority of 7 votes over Mental derangement is supposed to have Hill, do. ; 26th, schs. Charles, Pike, Portland ;
Maine Town Officer,
P°R sale by
caused her to commit the fatal deed.
May-flower, Emery, Boston ; Mercator, Smith,
For sale by
D. REMlCEL
Graham (whig.)
WM. LORD,
Skowhegan Sentinel.
do.; sip. Joseph, Gloucester.
Oct. 29, 1836.
I Oct. 20.
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Diarrhoea, Scorbutic and scrofulous affec
To the Honourable Court of Common Pleas to
tions. It is also for sale by most of the
Nos.
9
¿y
lO,
Penhallow-street,
be
held
at
Alfred,
within
and
for
the
County
For the immediate relief and Radical Cure of
agents for Dr. Holman’s Medicines.
POETRY
Portsmouth, (N. H.}
of York, on the last Monday of May, A. D.
Hernia or Rupture.
The following named persons are agents
HAS
prepared
and
constantly
on
hand
[From the Boston Book for 1837.]
mHIS article is the invention of Heber
1836.
for the above named medicines. In New
and for sale, wholesale and retail, the Hampshire, Kittredge & Cleaveland, Lam
UMBLY shews Daniel Junkins, of i
Chase, M. D. of Philadelphia, honora
THE LITTLE BEACH BIRD.
York, in said County, yeoman, that he ry
] member of the Philadelphia Medical So following Medicines :—
prey River; Uri Lamper, Hampton ; Up
BY RICHARD H. DANA.
NATURE’S GRAND RESTORATIVE. ham & Berry, Rochester Plains; James
is seized in fee simple, and as tenant in comciety.(
.
Thou little bird, thou dweller by the sea,
This
Vegetable
Medicine
stands
unrivalled
mon
often
undivided
twelfth
parts
of
a
lot
These instruments have been submitted to
Fogg4 Ossipee ; Wm. Gault, Concord ; Wm.
Whv takest thou its melancholy voice ?
1
for the following complaints, viz -.—Dyspep
Why with that boding cry
’of land in said York, containing about twelve the test of experiment, in that city and other sia or Indigestion, diseased Liver, Billious North & Co., Great Falls, Somersworth ;
Along the waves dost fly ?
<acres more or less ; said lot is bounded places, for about 2 years, under the observa
John H. Wheeler, Asa A. Tufts, Dover;
Oh ! rather, bird, with me
lnorth-westerly by land of.Samuel McIntire, tion of some of the first surgeons of that Disorders, 'Dropsy, Asthma, Costiveness,’’ j Dr. W. Norwood, Exeter ; John R. RedThrough the fair land rejoice !
fsouth-westerly by said Junkius’ land, north place; whose unqualified recommendation Worms and Loss of Appetite, and by cleans-1| ing, Haverhill ; Elder Guy Beckly, Keene.
easterly by land of Joseph Freethy, and thev, have obtained, as being the best article ing the stomach and bowels, cures pains in ;’ In Massachusetts, by H. Haselton, Haver
Thy fitting form comes ghostly dim and pale,
(south-westerly and south-easterly by Folly ever offered to the public : having been found, the side, stomach and breast, colds and j hill ; Elijah Porter, No. 3, Washington street,
As driven by a. beating storm at sea ;
Pond, so called ; that he is owner of said un in a large proportion of the cases, not only to coughs of long standing, hoarseness, short
Thy cry is weaked and scared,
<divided twelfth parts in said lot, as tenant in afford immediate relief to that distressing and ness of breath, nervous complaints, &c. which Salem ; Maynard & Noyes, No. 13, Cornhill,
Wm. Brown, Washington st. and Geo. M.
As if thy mates had shared
commoi), with persons to your petitioner un dangerous disease, but, by a few months’ use is frequently the effect of disease. Its virtues Mead, Union st. Boston. In Maine, by Dr.
The doom of us. Thy wail
surpass any thing heretofore known in re
What does it bring to me ?
1known, and that he is desirous of holding his to effect a radical cure : and thus render the moving St. Vitus’ Dance ; two bottles have Benjamin Plummer, Bangor ; Artemas Car
said shares in severalty.
longer wearing of the instrument unnecessary.
ter and Runnells & Donham, Portland ;
Wherefore he prays your Honours to cause
The Committee of the Philadelphia Med been known to cure this afflicting disease, af Elder Henry Frost, Cornville ; William
Thou callest along the sand, and hauntest the
ter
having
baffled
every
exertion
for
four
partition thereof to be made, and his afore ical Society, who were appointed to investi
surge,
Spring, Calai
Calais; Capt. James Albee, St. Ste
Restless' and sa'd, as if in strange accord
said shares of the same to be divided and set gate the merits of the various instruments in years. It has a most powerful influence in vens ; Sam’l Jackson, jr. & Co. Belfast ;
With the motion and the roar
use, for the treatment of Hernia, reported in removing nervous complaints. It is pleasant Samuel Adams, Cape Neddick ; Samuel
off from the rest.
Of waves that drive the shore,
DANIEL JUNKINS,
favor of that of Dr. Chase : to which report, to take and in its operation so rnuqh so, that Sawyer, ógunquit
Wm. Gooch,
‘ ; Capt.
~
"
One spirit did ye urge—
by Ch. O. Emerson, Atty.
contained in the February No. of the Ameri it may be administered to the infant with Wells ; D. REM ICH, Kenne&unft; Oliver
The Mystery—the Word.
safety.
York, May 26J836.
can Journal of the Medical Sciences, mem
Bourn, Kennebunk-port ; Rev. Ansel GerDirections for receiving this or any other rish, Shapleigh ; Rev. E. Baker, Alfred ; John
bers of the medical profession are here re
Of thousands, thou, both sepulchre and pall,
of the following named medicines accom Skeele, Sanford Corner : Shelden Hobbs,
STATE OF MAINE.
ferred.
Old Ocean, art ! A requiem o’er the dead,
York ss....At the Court of Common Pleas, be
These instruments can only be used, with pany and envelope each bottle. Certificates North Berwick; Enoch Goodale, Saco;
From out thy gloomy cells,
gun and held at Alfred, within and for the the greatest prospect of success, under the of the efficacy of this medicine have been re Wm. Winslow, Brunswick ; James Bowman,
A tale of mourning tells—
Tells of man's wo and fall,
County of York, on the third .Monday of care of a person well acquainted with the An ceived from the Rev. Mr. George Storrs, a Gardiner ; Tappan & Ladd, Augusta ; Jesse
talented and highly esteemed Minister of the Taylor, Norridgewalk : Hansrornb & Quim
His sinless glory fled.
October, A. D. 1836.
atomy of the diseased parts.
They are also highly recommended by Gospel, of the Methodist Episcopal Church : by, Saccarappa ; Thomas §. Bowles, Buxton»
N the foregoing petition, the Court order
Then turn thee, little bird, and take thy flight
that the Petitioner notify all persons Profs. Horner, Jackson, Gibson, McLellan & also, from William Walker, Esq. an officer of
All directions signed in the hand wri
Where the complaining sea shall sadness bring
of Philadelphia ; A. G. Smith, of Ohio th.e Customs of the Port of Portsmouth, N.H. ting of the proprietor.
interested, by causing an attested copy Rush
of
Thy spirit never more.
—Mr. Josiali Webster, deceased, late a Mes
said
petition
and
this
order
thereon,
to
be
Medical
College
;
and
Drs.
Harris
&
Bryant
Sept. 19,1836.
tf
Come, quit with me the shore,
senger of the several Banks in Portsmouth,
published three weeks successively in the surgeons of the U. S. Navy.
For gladness and the light
and
Mr.
Robert
Foster,
Printer
of
the
same
Kennebunk Gazette, a newspaper printed at
The subscriber, who is Agent for Dr.
Where birds of summer sing.
Kennebunk, the last publication to be thirty Chase for this place and vicinity, was recent place; which gentlemen it is well known
days at least before the term of this Court to ly informed by Dr. Coates, Chairman of the here are as credible, respectable and compe
'TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT.
[Price reduced to 25 cents.]
be held at Alfred aforesaid, on the second above committee, and Dr. Hays, editor of tent witnesses as any persons in this commu
The way in which many are ruined.—A Monday of February next, that all such per the American Cyclopedia of Practical Medi nity. Also from the Hon. Judge Burgin, of ITflHE character of this celebrated OintX inent stands unrivalled for being a safe,
young man of fine talents, an only son, fin sons may then and there appear, and shew cine, that the confidence of the profession in Allenstown, N. H., Mr. Isaac K. Palmer, of
Concord, N. H., Mr. Ralph Smith, of East sspeedy and certain cure for that loathsome
ished his collegiate course with honor, stud cause, if any they have, why the prayer of the utility and success of the instrument had
called the Itch—and for all kinds of
<
been increasing since the report of that com Cambridge, Mass, and several other as re- disease
ied with a distinguished lawyer, was admit said petition should not.be granted.
spectable persons.
] pimples on the skin. It is also a valuable ar
Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
mittee.
ted to practice, and commenced his career
HOLMAN’S BONE OINTMENT.
i ticle for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
Copy of said petition and order thereon,
These instruments will be applied and fit
with fair prospects of wealth and distinction,
The well known JAUNDICE BITTERS,
This Ointment stands at the head of all
Attest, JEHE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
ted to each case by the subscriber.
but his love for wine and brandy, soon lured
remedies for the following diseases which which are so eminently useful for removing
BURLEIGH SMART.
November 19, 1836.
human nature is heir to, viz. :—Rheumatism :all Jaundice and Billious complaints.
him from his office, his ambition flagged,
Kennebunk, July, 1836.
virtue of n license from
both chronic and inflammatory, gout, sprains, A fresh supply is just received, and for sale by
and drunkard was written upon bis fore
BURLEIGH SMART, Kennebunk,
bruises and contracted tendons of long stand
the
Probate
€ourt
for
I
he
Oedicme®,
Pajat®
and
Oil.
head ; tyhen one stormy evening, as he was
ENOCH GOODALE, Saco.
AYING taken the stand formerly occu ing. It discusses all tumors, renders stiff
County of
attempting to go home from the dram shop
by
W. C. MI TCHELL, Portland,
ILL be sold at Public Auction, on the
pied by John Lillie, the subscriber• joints limber by producing a healthy muscu andWholesale
opposite his father’s house, he fell in the
Henshaw & Co. Delano & Whitney Hastings,
lar action.
premises, on Saturday the 17th day
offers articles in the above line cheap for cash.
Marsh
&
Co.
W.
C.
Stimpson. Low and Reed, J. P.
street, a carriage ran over him, and separa
It assuages pains in Biles and Abscesses. Hall and others, Druggists in Boston, and all orders
of December next, atone o’clock in the after
—AMONG WHICH ARE—
ted a portion of scalp from his skull. In noon, all the right and interest of Jane S.
Honduras Sarsaparilla Root—a highly es- Nothing equals it in swelled and inflamed to be addressed to L. Th wing, & Co. Dedham, Mass.
this condition, covered with blood and filth, Curtis, in the homestead farm of Jacob Cur’ teemed article for all kinds of humors and Breasts in females if applied in its early stage,
prevents suppuration or matter forming, and
he was conveyed to his father, who on see tis, late of Kennebunk-port, husbandman, de■ Chronic Rheumatism ;
A CURE FOR THE
gives in all cases immediate ease from pain.
English Extract of the same article;
ing him, fainted and was taken from the ceased, containing about eighty acres, with
Itch !
Certificates
of
this
fact
could
be
given
if
ne

Marshall’s do.
do. ;
room. A surgeon soon arrived, found the the buildings thereon, laying on the eastern
cessary.
This
remedy
is
offered
to
the
pub

Swaim’s Panacea—warranted genuine ;
wound severe and mortal, dressed it, and af side of Kennebunk river and adjoining land
OWEVER inveterate, in one hour's
lic with the full assurance that it far excels
of Samuel Kimball, Nathaniel Smith, Jere
Cinchonine and Sulphate Quinine ;
ter a sound sleep the young man recovered
the opodeldocs and liniments of the present
application, and no danger from
miah Lord and others.
Morphine, and Sulphate do. ;
his senses. In the morning his agonized
Cough Lozenges and Jujube Paste—fash day, for the above diseases.— A trial is only taking cold, bv using
Also another lot of land containing about
father entered the room, and exclaimed, twenty acres, laying about one fourth of a ionable articles for coughs and sore throats ; wanted to ,give it the decided preference to
DUMFRIES’ ITCH OINTMENT.
every thing else. Many physicians of em
u M v God 1 my son ! where did you learn mile above said farm and adjoining land of
Swaim’s Vermifuge ;
This preparation, for pleasantness, safety,
inence have used this ointment and extol its
to be a drunkard ?” 4< At the side board■ Bracy Curtis, Nathaniel Smith and said
Tooth Ache Drops ;
expedition,
ease and certainty, stands unri
Balsam of Honey—for soreness and weak merits.
in your own parlor !" exclaimed the degra Kennebunk river. Conditions made known
valled for the core of this troublesome com
A
certificate
of
Mr.
Robert
Gurney,
Car

at
the
time
and
place
of
sale.
ness
of
the
stomach
and
lungs
;
ded son. u When I was a child you al
TOBIAS WALKER, Guardian of
Lignum Vitae Wood ; China Root; Sassa riage maker, of Portsmouth, of the cure of his plaint. It is so rapid as well as certain in
ways kept ardent spirit, gave it to your
Jane S. Curtis.
fras bark and Bitter Sweet—approved sub daughter of a contracted knee, accompanies its operation, as to cure this disagreeable
friends, drank it yourself, and often gave it
Kennebunk-port, Nov. 15, 1836.
disorder most effectually, in one hour's ap
stances for medicinal beer, for diseases of the and envelopes each vial.
to rne, and there I learned to love it.” Thus
Itch Ointment.—Directions for using this plication only !
skin and liver ;
At
the
same
time
will
be
sold
the
right,
of
the broken hearted father, had the addition
preparation accompany each box. This oint
Lobelia Herb, seeds, and pulverized ;
It does not contain the least particle of
the other heirs, so that the whole of the aal grief, as many other fathers have done,
Witch Hazel leaves and Rosemary root— ment is safe and speedy in its operation. It mercury, or other dangerous ingredient, and
! hove farm will be offered at auction. The
contains no mercurial or other deleterious in
of feeling that his example had destroyed his land is covered with timber and wood of the used for internal humors ;
gredients, so common in many of the popular may be applied with perfect safely by preg
Pulverized Bayberry root bark ;
child ! And now will any parent, with such most valuable kind, and the farm is one of
nant females, or to children at the breast.
Saxon Liquid Blueing—for blueing linen ointments in use.
facts before him, continue to be the tempter the best in the county of York. Persons
Vegetable Elixir.—This Elixir is useful in
Price 37 1-2 cents a box, with ample di
clothes
or
dyeing
;
of his children and domestics, by drinking who have money to invest will find it to their
Buchu leaves, and in powder—a eelebrated all cases of pain if taken inwardly or applied rections.
interest to attend.
or keeping the article in his house.
externally. Directions accompany and envel
Likewise, on the same day at the same article for Urinary diseases ;
N. Y. Sun.
Real Irish Moss, with printed directions ; ope each vial.
DR. RELFE’S
place, at nine o’clock in the forenoon, will be
Fine Slippery Elm, for Poultices.—There
Oatmeal flour.
sold at auction about 25 or 30 tons of hay,
never
was
an
article
introduced
into
thé
Beware of the Destroyer,—-The history
two yoke of oxen, two cows, one yoke of Preparations
Chemic “healing art” surpassing this, for burns, biles, For Indigestion, Loss of Appetite, Listless
of Jesse Bledsoe, who recently died at Na yearling steers, fifty bushels of potatoes, farm
als, r&c.
cuts, bruises, chilblains, old sores and ulcers, ness, Headache, Cosliveness, Flatulence,
cogdoches in Texas, presents a striking ex ing utensils, one waggon, one sleigh, house
English Confection of Senna—a pleasant inflamed and swelled breasts, and inflamma
Cholic, Bilious Affections, 8çc.
ample of greatness. He began his career hold furniture. &c.
Laxative ;
tions generally. The Poultice is made in the
O
comment on the efficacy of these
as a lawyer and statesman, in Lexington,
The true fresh Lee’s Pills ;
ordinary way as you would any other poul
Pills, after a successful experience of
Anderson’s, Family, Anti-Dyspeptic Pills ; tice, with milk or water, cold or hot as the
Kentucky, where he was the chief and for FALL & WINTER GOODS.
Female and Stomachic Pills ;
midable rival of Clay. He was at different THE subscriber has just received his Fall
case may require. There is another kind many years in England and America has
The latter of which is a very efficient and which is called superfine for internal use. All established their reputation, is needless :
& Winter supply of NEW GOODS,
periods a member of the State Legislature,
pleasant remedy for most of the Bilious and may be bad in any quantity of Charles Hol Suffice it to observe, that for redundancy of
and a Senator in Congress, Law Professor which are offered for sale on very favorable
terms for cash or country produce, consist Stomachic derangements which are fashion man, Penhallow-street, Portsmouth, N. H.
Bile, Flatulence, Costiveness, Headache,
of Transylvania University, and Chief Jus
ably termed liver complaints ;
z
ing in part of
Superfine Powder of Elm Bark.—This arti &c. &c. they will undoubtedly prove far
tice of the Supreme Court of Kentucky.
The Stomachic pills generally increase the cle is a valuable specific in Pleurisy, Diar
Blue, Black, Brown, Olive, Green, Claret
No man stood higher in the State as a poli and Mixed Broadcloths ;
appetite, when deficient ; cleanse and rhoea, Catarrh, Dysentary, Quinsy, Consump more serviceable than those drastic purges
tician and jurist than he did ; and none ex
Fancy colored Cassimeres ; Satinetts do. strengthen the stomach and regulate the tion, Inflammation of the stomach, bowels, too frequently employed, and will not only
cept Clay, ever wielded with such entire and Vestings ;
bowels.
throat, &c. Nothing surpasses it for external at the same time tend to remove the offend
Ribb and Clouded Buckskins ;
Head ache and Pile Pills;
mastery and control the judgments and feel
application as a poultice, for inflamed eyes, ing cause by gentle motions, and strengthen’
Atitalgic Plaster, for pain in the side and biles, cuts, bruises and sores in general. This the digestive organs, but improve the appe
Petershams; Pilot Cloths; Kerseys and
ings of his auditors when speaking.
Yet,
back, weakness at the stomach and lungs ;
medicine is recommended by the first nodi tite and renovate the system.
with all his greatness, the spirit of intemper Coatings ;
English and German Goat’s hair Camlets ;
Anodyne Liniment : bne of the best exter- cal gentlemen in our country for the above
Price 50 cents.
ance seized upon him, and dragged him
3-4 and 6-4 English Merino ; 6-4 Figured nal applications for Rheumatic and other complaints. Directions to each package.
from the height whereon his genius placed do.—splendid article.
paihs and stiffness ;
Dr. Holman's Cough Syrup.—This cough
CAMBRIAN TOOTH-ACHE PILLS.
him, dried up his understanding, and made
German and French do. ;
CVude Borax, for Smith’s use ;
Syrup is a most valuable medicine for loos
The relief is.tznmei/taZe, without the least
him a miserable outcast and wanderer.
Green, Brown, and Black Alpine ; CashPhosphorus ; Chlorate of Potash ;
ening a hard dry cough, and for those who
injury to the Teeth. Price 50 cents a box.
mere Cloths—for Ladies’ Riding Dresses.
German Loco Focos ,;
New Orleans Bulletin.
are inclined to Consumptive habits. It is val
3-4, 4-4 and 5 4 White and Colored Flan
London Lucifers, warranted ;
uable for children, in cases of whooping
Prussiate Potash ; Prussic Acid ;
DR. RELFE’S VEGETABLE SPECIFIC^
cough, chin cough, &c.
Horrid.—The New York Sun, gives an nels ; Printed do. ;
Black and colored Gro de Swiss Silk ;
Prot Acetate of Mercury ; Black Oxide do.;
Directions.—For grown persons, take from For Sick Headache, $'c. Price 50 cents.
account of a passenger on board the steam
Syuchaws ; Sarsnet do. ;
Iodide of Iron ; Tartrate do. ;
two to four spoonsful), as the case may re
boat Massachusetts, on her trip from Provi
O^’None are genuine unless signed T.
Good assortment Irish Linen—from 2 to
Phosphoric Acid ; Oxalic do. for ©leansing quire. Children from one to two teaspoons
dence to N. Y. on Saturday night, who fell 6 shillings.
KIDDER, on the wrapper,[sole Proprie
brass with one quarter of the labor.
ful 1.
through the crank hole, as is supposed, some
Silk Velvets ; Cotton do. ;
Iodine and Hydriodate Potassa;
Vegetable Bitters.—This preparation is cal tor, and successor to, Dr. Conway,) by
time during the night, and was found Sun
Black and colored Silk Cravats ;
Compound Syrup of Sarsaparilla ;
are for sale, at his Counting
culated to correct the bile and create an ap- whom they .............
..............„
Highland Shawls, 7-4 and 8-4 ; Merino
Nursing Bottles and Tubes ; Nipple shells petite, by restoring the digestive powers ; and ( Room, No. 99, Court street, Boston, anil
day morning lying under the crank on the
and
shields
of
various
kinds
;
Breast
Glasses
;
do.
6-4,
7-4
and
8-4
;
floor of the engine room, literally ground to
may be freely used both as a restorative and by his special appointment, bv
Very large assortment English, American Bed pans and Urinals; Issue Peas ; Hat to prevent disease. Directions with the vial.
pieces by the machinery—his ribs severed
BURLEIGH SMART, Kennebunk..
and French Prints ;—also—1 case English case for Issues and Blisters ; Gold beater’s
Holman's Drops for Fils.—A great number
from his back bone, his breast crushed,
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk-port.
skin, for chaps and scratches or superficial of children afflicted with fits, arising from va
Prints by[the lb.
large contusions in his head, his back
C. LITTLEFIELD, Wells.
Ladies Kid Gloves ; Silk do. ;
wounds.
rious causes, as well as numerous adult cases
broken and otherwise so horribly mangled
Gentlemen’s Kid and Buckskin do. ;
Lip Salve—warranted to cure common sore of falling sickness, have been radically cured
that his death must have been instantaneous.
Worsted Hosiery—plain and ribbed ;
lips and nose, from colds, and very effectual by a proper use of this medicine. Directions
Rose Blankets, 10-4, 11-4 and 12-4;
He went on board the Massachusetts at
for chaps and ring worm, or any cutaneous’ accompany each vial.
HE subscriber having contracted with
Brown Sheetings and Shirtings ; Bleach sores.
the town of Kennebunk, to support
Providence, and paid his fare as a deck pas
Holman's Essence of Cayenne.—This truly
Indian Oil and Antique do.—for the hair ;1 valuable and pleasant preparation possesses i
the poor of said town for one year, hereby
senger. He was quite groggy when he went ed do. ; Tickings ; Yarns ; Wadding ; Bat
Indian Dye—for coloring the hair ;
every possible advantage over that in its gives notice, that he has made suitable pro
on board, and was in company with 5 or 6 ting, &c. ;
English Worsted Yarn—assorted colors ;
Otto of Rose Soap—a very fine article for crude state.
vision for them at the Alms-House, and hereothers — all of whom, as well as the rest of
White and Colored Cambrics ; Muslins the Toilet ;
Dr. Holman's Cough Powder.—cough by forbids all persons^harboring or trusting
the passengers, had gone ashore, some hours Bishop Lawns ; Silk Lace ;
Camphor Soap—for improving the skin ; powder is a most valuable
anyV/VFK1*
of the
of said town on his acl
TUIUUMIV
remedy for
iVIULliy
com 1UI
C-- v Paupers
I
..ft.
before he was discovered.
The last that
Flag and Bandanna Hdkfs. ; Good assort
Cream of Amber—for pimpled faces ;
cough, and coughs of count dr on account of the town, as he wilf<
mon colds, whooping
i
was seen of him the preceding night, by any ment of Fancy Hdkfs. ;
Chemical Ink—for metallic pens.
is i Pay no
f°r the*1, support.
„„-nwT
long standing. It has been long tested .and
..
°
...
i a • n/f ip o xsr
a p u ip m
Ribbons; Edgings ; Quillings; Thread Lace;
of the hands, was about 11 o’clock, when
JAMES
WARREN.
recommended to the public as one of the
Groceries.
Kennebunk, May 1, 1836.
one of the men noticed him conversing with Braids ; Cords ; Pins ; Needles, &c. &c.
most valuable medicines now in use.
Cinnamon Bark ; Ground Cinnamon ;
—also—
others, and evidently considerably sick, as
Direction.—Take half a teaspoonfull in mo
Cassia Buds ; Mace ; Oil ofNutmegs ;
A large assortment Groceries, consisting
Ilemovai.—New Good®.
lasses on going to bed.
well as intoxicated. Between 8 and 9 o’
Oil of Lemon ; Essence of do. ;
of Teas ; Sugars ; Coffee ; Molasses ; Pork ;
Dr. Holman's Jaundice Powders.—This
Extract of Mace—for richness and delicacy
clock, Sunday morning, Sullivan, one of the Box and Cask Raisins ; Spices ; Starch ;
powder is one of the best Jaundice prepara FflHE subscriber has removed to the Storefiremen of the boat, descended into the en Sperm Oil ; Tobacco ; fine Salt ; Cheese ; of flavor superior to any spice in use ;
1
recently occupied by Mr. Joseph Cur
tions now in use for this distressing complaint.
Extract
of
Orange
and
Lemon
;
gine room to clear it out, when the unfortu 7 by 9 Glass ; Nails ; Iron, &c. &c.
Essence of Rose and Rose water; Ginger ; It warms and cleanses a foul stomach, and tis, in Wells, and would respectfully informi
nate man’s body was first discovered, in the
—also—
his customers and the public generally, that;
produces a healthy state of the bile.
Pimento ; Preserved Ginger Root;
horrible condition above stated. He was a
Crockery & Glass Ware.
A most distressing case of Jaundice accom he has received a new stock, consisting of
Citron ; Dried Apricots, a superior article
German, about 25 years of age.
WILLIAM LORD.
panied with great debility, was recently cured DRY GOODS, GROCERIES, HARD
for pies ;
Kennebunk, Oct.20, 1836.
in this place, in the course of three days, by
Cured Cocoa ; Shells ; Chocolate ;
& CROCKERY WARE,
Welsh’s Cocoa Tea, designed for the use the powder. Directions with the box.
Paints,
Oils & Dye-Stuffs,
Domingo Coffee
PAINTS, OIL, &c.
Also a very general assortment of medicin
of invalids.
BURLEIGH SMART.
F a good quality, for sale at Boston- pri
which he offers cheap for Cash or Barter, or
al
herbs,
roots,
leaves,
&c.
are
constantly
on
HE subscriber continues to keep on
Kennebunk, July 9, 1836.
eply*
ces, by the single bag or a larger quan
hand at wholesale and retail, at as accommo on very short approved credit.
hand (at the store owned by Mr. P.
He would also inform all those indebted totity, by
J. G. PERKINS.
"
GRAVE
STONES.
/
dating prices on commission or other ar
Stevens,) all kinds of PAINTS & OIL,
Kennebunk-port, Nov. 18, 1836.
him that immediate payment is expected, and
HE subscriber would inform the inhabit rangement, as at any other large establish
&c. usually called for in Painting.
unless promptly made, measures will posi
—also—
ants of Kennebunk and vicinity, that ment in the Union.
tively be adopted for a speedy collection.
NOTICE,
Japan, Whiting and Putty, which will
he will furnish the above articles at Kenne

’ Dr. Holman is general Agent for that val
JOSEBH WILSON.
LL persons are forbidden to haul or carry be sold as low as can be purchased else bunk and Wells, on as reasonable terms as uable medicine,
Wells, Nov. 3, 1836.
off ballast or paving stones from the where. PAINTING done at the shortest can be purchased elsewhere.
FOSTER’S EGYPTIAN BALM OF LIFE,
and directions given for mixing to any
S. P. BRADBURY.
Great Hill Farm, (formerly owned by Wnotice,
m.
Sal Soda, .
N. B. All orders left with Levi P. Hil or Nature’s Grand Genial Auxiliary ; a specif-^
Jefferds, Esq.) as any trespass of this kind who may wish to paint themselves.
Also, a lot of empty Linseed Oil CASKS. lard, Kennebunk, or Moses Morrill, ic for Constiumption, great bodily debility, old 1?OR sale by the subscriber—a substitute
will be prosecuted.
for Soap.
WM. LORD..
and firmly’ rooted Coughs, Flatulency, IndiIndi- 1i J?
JAMES HUBBARD*
Wells, will be promptly attended to.
THOMAS LORDKennebunk, Oct. 21,1836,
gestion and Bilious disorders, Costiveness and* I1
Kennebunk, Oct. 7,1836.
’ Kennebunk, Sept. 10, 1836.
»pOni.
Kennebunk, Nov. 10, 1836.

DR. CHASES’S TRUSES,

CHARLES HOLMAN,
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